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I:HBODUCl' I ON 
Interest in the field of Mantal H1giene ani psyohiatry 
has been stimulated by tensions of World war II. As in other 
communities there are mental hygiene and psychiatric fac1li-
ties 1n Louisv1lle. Kentucky. Since there is no available 
h1story compiled of this development such a study seems 
especially valuable at this t1me. How the community bas gone 
about meeting the needs in th1s area of work in the past may 
be seen through such a study aDd may in turn prove a guide 
for future plann1ng. 
The purpose of this d1ssertation is to traoe the history 
and development of the Louisville Kental HYg1ene Ol1nic. 
Beg1nning With an over-all survey ot the mental hyg1ene move-
ment from its 1nception in 1$08. it traoes the phases through 
wh10h the conoept passed nationally, then looally. 
There were certain limitations met in making this stndl. 
Espeoially was th1s true in regard to the later development, 
for reoords were limited from the standpOint of history. The 
h1stor1oal approach has been used sinoe the material seemeti 
to fall roughly into three decades with natural div1sion. 
From a "Spec1al School" for delinquent boys established 
under the public school system in 1911, the work gradually 
branched out, first 1nto a psyohological laborato~ interest-
ed 1n the retarded child and later in the gifted ohild. This 
1 
2 
is the first phase to be discussed. In 1919 the Pswchologi-
eal Laboratory was enlarged to inolude the clients of sooial 
agenoies. When the division between school interests and 
oommunity lemands led to the establishment of a separate 
communit,y agency, the Psychological Clinic beg.an its work 
under the Welfare League of Louisville. Row the work develop-
ed and from time to time the philosophy changed, under a suc-
oession ot directors. oomprises the next phase. Plans for 
a.ftilia t i on wi tb.: the uni versi ty ot Lou! sville Jledieal School 
culDdnat.d in 1931 with the present teaohing arrangement in 
the Psyohiatric Department. Improvements in techniques ot 
treatment and legislation ohanges are also disousse4, in re-
garfl to this stage ot developmant. 
fhis dissertation is not an attempt at evaluation of 
the mental hygiene faoilities in Louisville but rather a 
chronological history ot their development trom 1911 up to 
1945. Souroe me. terial was not exhausted and referenoes are 
cited for f~ther study. In some areas there is ample data 
unexpanded to provide for another complete dissertation. 
Especially is this true in the earlier stages,. for e:mm.ple 
the work done un4er the auspices of the Board of Education. 
!fa traoe the work done there in detail might prove a worth-
while sub Je.ot, to ShWl how the local sohool system stood in 
comparison with other communities, circa 1910. Another 
realm not oove~e4 oompletely in this present work is that of 
the surveys which were made and which have only been touched 
on in oonnection with the developing interest in mental 
, . 
hygiene work in Kentucky. 
The greatest part of the material used was gathered from 
Yarious books on the subject of Kental HYgiene; the Annual 
Rep'orts on file at the LouisVille Board of Education; the 
Annual Reports of the Director of the Psychologioal Clinic 
(later the Mental HYgiene Clinic); the Annual Reports sub-
mitted by the Dean of the university of Louisville Medical 
School; and various unpublished material including reports, 
pamphlets, newspaper clippings, etc., on file at the Council 
• 
of Sooial Agencies, the Community Chest, and the Louisville 
Free Public Library. In addition a number of informal inter-
views with personnel attaohed to the above agenoies yielded 
many valuable and interesting Sidelights on the history of 
the Mental Hygiene Clinio in Louisville, and whioh have been 
incorporated in the bo,y of the dissertation. 
CEi.A.J?!ER I 
THE JO:NTAL HYGIlIfE .u;OVElAENT. 1908-29 
, , 
On lOq 6, 1908, Clifford Beers with thirteen others, mell 
and women, met in the resi4enoe of the Reverend Anson Phelps 
Stokes at New HaYen, to found the Conneotiout Society for 
Mental Hygiene meler a plan put forth by lifl". Beers. This 
plan was based on his experiences as a patient in private and 
public institutions for the insane during 1900-190Z, which he 
. 1 1 described in the book, "A M1nd !hat Found Itae f". 
The obJectives of the Connecticut Society were as 
follows: 
The chief purpose of this Soeiety shall be to work for 
the oonservation of ment~ health; to help prevent nerv-
oas and m.ntal disorders and mental defeots; to help 
raise the standards of oare for those sutfering from an;y 
of tbeaeeliaorders or defeota; to seoure and disseminate 
reliable information on the.e subJects; to oo-operate with 
federal, 8tate, and looal agenoies or '1"1'ioi&1s a.nd with 
public and pri va te agenc 18 s who se work is in auy way re-
late" to that of a society far mental bygiene. 2 
This CQDneot1out Society soon led to plans for a national 
oreanization with similar aims. 
One ot Mr. Beers' most loyal supporters was the psyoholo-
gist, William lames. He approved the early manusoript tor 
Mr. Beer,' book and enco~ed its publioation. Mr. Beers 
1 
C. :I. A. Winslow, "The Mental Hygiene Movement and 
Its Founder". fwsntl-Five Years Atter, ed. by Wilbur L. Cross, 
(New York: Doubleday, l)orta,n ana do., InO., 1934), p. 9 
2 
Ibid., p. 6 
, """"":'! 
", 
than sought the interest ot Dr. Adolf Meyer, leading American 
psyohiatrist. It was he who, atter earetal study, seleete4 
the term "Kental H,ygiene rr tor the whole movement. :u:r. Beers 
considered the help ot thes. two men. coming as it did at the 
right time, to be indispensable to the ultimate success ot the 
work. 
fhe ea.rly spellsors ot the National Committee t or Mental 
Hygiene included such lIames as Henry Van l>1ke, Jane Addau, 
Julia Lathrop, laoob Gould Schurman, Melville E. stone, a~d 
many other.. It was established on Febrnary 19, 1909, at a 
meeting held in the old Manhattan Hotel on 42nd street in 
Ne. York Oit1.1 From that beginning the concept gre. until 
it was world-wide. In 1930 the First International Congress 
on Mental Hygiene was held at Yl&shinBton. D. C. The second 
international gathering, scheduled to take place in Paris 
ten years later, was interrupted by World War II. 
In historical retrospect the growth ot the National 
Committee and the mental hygiene aovement may be seen as 
passing through three phases~ Phase I covers the era from 
the Committee's inception in 1909 to the entrance ot this 
country into World War I in 1917. Chiet emphasiS during 
those eight years was on educati on ot the publio to the oon-





for programs of oorreetion. Even before this could be done 
there wa.s the task of getting an over-all picture of the 
situation which inoluded surveys and speoial stQdies of oon-
ditions ~BtitQtions for the insane. collecting statistics' 
on the 1n~idence of mental diaease, ascertaining existing 
legislation. and finally organizing foroes for the correction 
of abuses. l 
Phase II covers the period from 1917 to 1919. During 
those war years the work of the National Oommittee focused 
upon military rather than civilian aotivities. A psyohiatric 
program was conduoted in both the Army and Navy. Attention 
was fooused upon the importanoe of mental health. The lead-
ers in the mental hygiene movement faoed the emergenoy situa-
tion with a three-fold program; (1) to eliminate from military 
service the mentally and nervously unfit. (2) to provide psy-
ohiatric care a.nd treatment for those so incapaCitated, and 
(3) to return to active duty thoae who oould be restored to 
menta.l health. The tremendous spurt of the last war and the 
subsequent rapid development of psyohiatr7 afterwards are in 
great measure due to insight gained during this period. 2 
With the end of World War I there began a period of nation-
wide reconstruction and rehabilitation planning for the 
1 
George K. Pratt, "Twenty Years of the National 
Committee for Mental Hygiene", Kental HYgiene, XIV, (1930). 
pp. 399-428 
2 
Arthur E. Fink. The Field of Sooial Work, (New York: 
HaDr,1 Holt & Co •• 1942), p. in; 
, , 
8 
4i8&bled ex-soldiers an4 in this the Iational Committee gave 
advice: and assistanoe. 
Phase III covers the years after 1920. 'Ken tal hygiene 
work with civilians was resumed with fresh vigor. As time 
passed it became more and more apparent that the prevention 
of nervous and mental disease .coUld not be aooomplished by , 
any single agency or profession, nor by the use of anyone 
technique. The period in wbich preventive effor'a might be 
, 
expeoted to yield the most fruitful results had been gradually 
pushed baokward from adulthood to adolesoenoe, and from ado-
lesoence to childhood and tba pre-school years. There follow-
ed a systematic organization of material and the applioation 
of the knowledge thn.s gained to a program chiefly preventive 
in nature. It oulminated in the five-year demonstration of 
clinioal work, sponsored by the Commonwealth FUnd. l 
This fund, a private foundation established in 1918 with 
headquarters in New York, undertook in 1920 a five-year study 
of the methods of prevention of delinquency. Henr,y W. Thurston 
of the Ie. York School of Sooial Work, together with an advisory 
oommittee oomposed of representatives from the fields of psy-
chiatr,y, psychology, eduoation, sooial work and the ~uvenile 
oourt, dr •• up plans. After oareful oonsideration the Direotor 
of the Fund adopted them in 1921. The purposes were: (1) to 
,develop the psyohiatrio study of diffioult, pre-delinquent, 
lPratt, OPt Cit., p. 400 
9 
8Jl4 delinqu.ent children in the sohools and the Juvenile oourts; 
and to develop sound methods ot treatment based on SQoh study; 
(2) to develop the work of tbe visiting teacher whereby the 
invaluable early oontaots whioh our sohool systems DBD possible 
with every child might be utilized tor the understanding and 
development of the ohild; (3) to provide oourses of training 
along sound lines for those qualified and desiring to work in 
this field; (4) to extend by various eduoational efforts the 
knowledge and use of these methods. 1 
The war period had forced the aooeleration of formal 
training in psyohiatrio social work both at Smith College and 
the IewYork Sohool of Sooial Work. The tormer establiShed 
a. Sohool of Psyohiatrio Sooial Work in 1918 and the latter 
bad added suop. a maJor to its ourriculum the year betore. 
fhe Bew York School also established a psyohiatrio olinio 
known as the Bureau of Children fS GuJ.clanoe. for the study and 
trea tmen t of ohildre n present ing pro blams of beh&. vior and fo r 
the field training of their students and other p~ohiatrio 
sooial workers. 2 
When the Commonwealth FUnd in oonJunotion with the 
Bational Committee for Kental HYgiene undertook the atore-
mentioned demonstration program, they enlisted the help of 
theae various agenoies. A new Division on Prevention of 
) 
1 
George S. stevenson, K. D., & Geddes Smith, Child 
Guidanoe Clinios, (New York: Oommonwealth Fund, 1934) p. 21 
2 Ibid •• p. 20 
10 
Delinquenoy was oreated under the National Committee interest-
ed in the ·psyohopathology ot 'elinquenoy·. Its Chief funotion 
beoame the establishment of deiaonstration ohild guidanoe 
olinics in various oommunities and the providing of advisor,y 
servioe to any oommunities desiring to develop such olinics 
themselves. l Demonstration olinios were set up in st. Louis, 
Dallas, Memphis, Minneapolis, st. Paul, Richmond, Los Angeles, 
Cleveland. and Philadelphia. The Commonwealth FUnd aided in 
finanoing these proJeots. In choosing olties oonsideration 
was given general community progresa in organizing health, 
eduoational and sooial work, as well as potenttal commnnit,y 
leadership and finanoial resources for support of a permanent 
cl1nic. 2 
!he ass1gnment undertaken by the DiVision on Preven t10n 
of Del1n.quenoy wa8 to determine how the techn10al knowledge 
of the ps,ychlatrist, the psychiatric soclal worker, and the 
psyohologist--operating as an integrated un1t--could best be 
utilized as a community asset, for the study and treatment of 
behav10r problems in children. 3 In other words, the foeus 
bad shifted by 1921-22. in the study of mental disease and 
its prevention, trom within the inst1tution (where it fre-
quently ended) to the community outside, where it usually be-
gan. During its early years the mental hYgiene movement was 
lRalPh P. Truitt, 
The Comqqnitl' (New York: 
2Ibid 
M. D., The Child Guidance Clinic & 
Commonwealth FUnd, 1928), pp. '-21 
3Pratt , OPe Cit., p. 420 
11 
preoccnpie4 with the obvious problems of better institutional 
care for menta.l oaS8S beyond hope of oonstruotive treatment. 
After oonsiderable study the leaders revealed that there was 
some oonneotion between so-called insanities and apparently 
benign symptoms as found in the delinquent ohild. 
By 1927 when the demonstration period ended, emphasis had 
again shifted. In the .eight olinios permanently established 
the foous now tended to be toward the more subtle evidenoes 
of maladJustment as seen in the school and the home, rather 
than those found in the delinquent and the oourt. Also the 
olinio itself came to b,e 8een as the link between sooial 
agenoies and eommunity as well as the mutual responsibility 
at both. l 
Kantal hygiene 1n schools and oolleges throughout the 
oountry began rather casually and developed under a variety 
of names and auspices. In 1910 Dr. stewart Baton of Princeton 
University, one of the members of the original National Com-
mittee for Mental HYgiene, made the first _peoifio plea for 
reoognition of a need for further study of personalit,y prob-
lems in Amerioan universities and colleges. 2 Sohools, and 
especially publio sohools. had recognized muoh earlier than 
this time the need for new methods of dealing w1'th "problem 
ohil4ren" and the mentally deficient. Teachers and offioers 
Istevenson &, Smith, op, oit., p. 21 
2The Mental Hygiene J[ovement and Its Founder, 
OR. oit., p. 39 
with special training in applied psychology and psyoh1atry 
.. ere appointed to the sta.tf in many schools. 
In t racing the history of this ever-gra.ing emphasis 
upon the ohild, there is evidenoe that sooiologists early in 
this oentury began to realize there were too many people who 
could not a4apt themselves to their environment. They pOint-
ed out that 1t was not altogether attributable to inherent 
weakness within the individual, but showed failure Oll the 
part of a sooiety whioh allowed such a oondition to persist 
within itself. l In 1896 a psyohological olinio for the study 
of mental defioiency bad been established at the Uhiversity 
of Pennsylvania under Professor Lightmer wttmer. Dr. Alfred 
Binet, a French physician and psychologist working at the 
Sorbonne in Paris, developed a soale in 1904 for measuring 
individual differenoesin intelligenoe. DYnamic factors in 
individual behavior took on new signifioanoe for the psychia-
trist, Pswchologist, penologist and educator. The ohild 
seemed the logioal starting point. Application of this test 
was first directed to the subnormal or mentally deficient 
ohild. In the spring of 1908, Dr. Henry R. Goddard, direotor 
of the !raining School at Vineland, New Jersey, made a visit 
to Europe in the interests of research. He brought back the 
Binet soale and translated it for adaptation to American 
ohildren. Later Dr. Lewis M. Terman revised and made more 
1 Bradford J. MUrphey, M. D., The Child Guidance Clinio, 
(Colorado Springs, Colo., 1930) p. 3 
• 
I , ' 
I 
I . , 
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usable this measuring instrument under the Stanford Boale. l 
Dr. William Healy, an A __ erioan physioian and psyohologist 
long interested in Juvenile oourt oases, made a tour of the 
united state. in 1908, for the purpose of finding out what 
was being d one in clinios am hospitals. Everywhere in the 
oountr,y be saw a need for study and treatment of inoipient 
mental break-down oases among ohildren and young people. Jr.x,-
oept for the psyohologioal studies of mentally defiCient ohil-
dren at Vineland, un4er Dr. Goddard, he found little in the 
2 way of psyohiatrio or psyohologioal work with ohildren. 
When Dr. Healy returned to Chioago he enlisted the support 
of Mrs. W. F. Dummer, a publio-spirited and socially-minded 
philanthropist, and in 1909 the first ohild guidanoe clinic in 
America. was started under Dr. Healy. It was oalled the 
Juvenile Psychopath~o Institute (aore recently known as the 
Institute for Juvenile Re.ear.oh, having been renamed in 1920). 
This step marked the ouJ.mination of ten yea.rs of Juvenile court 
experience in whioh the need for more scientific methods of 
approaoh had been made evident to Dr. Healy. The cases dealt 
with were mainly children of abnormal mentality. Most referrals 
came'from the Juvenile Court and a few from priyate social agen-
oie8 or parents. Emphasis was placed on the need for a oomplete 
lstanley P. Davies, Social Control of 
Defioient, (New York: Thomas Y. Crowe 
2MUrphey, OPe Cit., p. 3 
14 
social investigation as well as physioal examination and men-
tal tests. until 1910 this was the only ohild guilance clinic 
in existence, serving as the training oenter and researoh lab-
oratory for sooial reformers interested in ohildren. l 
~udge Harvey H. Baker o.f Boston eagerly studied the pro-
cedures and results of the Ohioago Olinio initiated by Dr. 
Healy and urged the establishment of one to serve the Boston 
Juvenile Court. Upon his death in 1915 his friends undertook 
to establish a foundation bearing his name and designed to 
oarry out his reoommendations. Inl9l7, Dr. Healy with his 
assistant, Dr. Augusta Bronner, was asked to direct this pro-
.1eot. The same year Dr. HermSll Adler, who bad been with the 
Boston Psyohopathio Hospital, took charge of the clinio in 
Chioago, now supported by the state of IllinOis. 2 
In summing u.p the work of the mental hygiene pioneers 
through the first twenty years there seems to be a definite 
pattern of growth withill. the movement. Mr. Beers and his 
oontemporaries came forward at & t1me of greatest need. Work 
of the most elementary nature was requ.ired sinoe the f1eld 
was a completely pioneer one. Little factual material was in 
existenoe so the National Committee was obliged to devote 
time and attention to the colleotion of data regarding the 
soope and nature of the problem as well a8 its most vulnerable 
1 Ibid., p. 4 
2 Ibid., p. 5 
15 
points for attack. World war I brought forth new emphasis on 
psychotherapy as a treatment procedure in teohnical psyohia-
tr,y. This was in oontrast to the traditional program of 
olassification and oustodial eare. l Work was resumed after 
the Armistice on a wider scale with changes in legislation, 
training programs tor the feeble-minded (both in institutions 
and in the oommunity), up-to-date methods of treatment, inaU8-
uration ot ·speoial classes· for retarded ohildren in publio 
sohools, surveys for both private and publio organizations, 
etc. 
fo meet the grating demand for psyohiatrists, trained 
to handle the milder oases or non-institutional, "community" 
types of mental problems, the National Committee proposed to 
establish fellowships as far baok as 1916, although it was 
1924 before any of the Funds appropriated money to meet this 
need. The basio problem of shortage ot trained personnel 
rested primarily with the various medical sohools. To attaok 
the problem at ita source it was neoessary to stimulate more 
interest in psyohiatry and men tal hygiene among medieal 
students. 2 Likewise, psyohia~rio sooial workers and psyohol-
ogists, to oomplete the team of three, were greatly needed. 
The demand was met in part throngh Commonwealth Fund fellow-
Ships awarded at the disoretion of the National Committee, 
lGeorge K. Pratt, "Mental HYgiene". SooialWork Year 
Book, (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1930" p. 265 
2lbid -
16 
and by the introduction of additional training courses in 
sohools of sooial work and universities. In the sooial work 
area there seemed to be an early awareness of needs to be met 
in the way of sooia.l therapy aDd new skills to be aoquired 
for child guidanoe olinio work., Similarly there was a wide 
demand for psyohologists trained to oollaborate in the diag-
nosis and treatment as well as to oontribute to a well-rounded 
study of the ohild. Psyohometrio testing bad become popular 
a.fter it s 8xtensi ve use in World war I but addi tiona! training 
oenters had to be set up in university d~partments to quality 
personnel for 011nic needs. l 
By the end of the second deoade great strides had bean 
taken. The popularity of the Whole movement had groan faster 
among the 183' group than had bean ant10ipated. Gradually a 
professional group was assembled. large enough and well 
enough qualified to meet. in part at least, the commun1ty 
demands. 
In the following chapters an attempt w1ll be _de to show 
how the Louisville Mental HYgiene Clin1c's histor,J and develop-
ment paralleled the national pioture. Beginning as 1t did 
under the pub11c sohool systQm as one "special olass" for 
delinquent boys, 1t gradually brodened out into a community 
olinio and sooial agency and eventually aff1liated with the 
Un1versity of Louisville Medioal School, thus going back to 
the source for teaching psychiatr,y and mental hygiene. 
I 
CHAP.rER II 
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL LABORATORY, 1911~19 
The beginning of the present Kenta1 HYgiene C1inio ill 
louisville dates baok to 1911 when the Board of Education 
established a "Speoial Sohool" for boys who had diffioulty in 
malting aatisfaotory progress in the ord,inary olassroom. on 
laroh 20, 1911. the Speoial SChool was opened with thirteen 
pupils in attendanoe. Until this time the boys, both normal 
and abnormal. bad been band1ed 1n masses and those who needed 
spe01al aDd 1ndiv1dua1 attention seldom reoeived 1t. The 
olasa inoreased to eighty-aeven bl July 1at, 1912. With very 
poor equipment effort was made to hold these boys. not by 
p~siO&l foroe but by raking a study of each ohild and correct-
1 ing as far as possible any abno~ condition • 
.lll grades were represent ed (from the first to the eighth 
inclusive) and the teaohers were faoed with the problem of how 
to follow the regular oourse of study, yet in many caaes meet 
the need for individual work. During the firs.t eighiieen 
moniihs of this innovation under the publio school system a 
great deal was aooomplished. It was their first organize' 
attempt to lIeet the needa of the delinquen t ohild. The 
authQrities .. ere oonvinoed that the presenoe of the retarded 
18 
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or problem child in the regular cla.ss was detrimental to his: 
own best good a.s well as to the progress of other children. 
They stressed the need for smaller olasses where these pupils 
oould be groaped together and bandIed by an expert. The suo-
cess of the wark depemed upon studying, each ohild and meeting 
his partioular needs. l 
The work oontinued along the same vein for the next two 
years. There was still a great deal to be done before the 
Louisville publio sohools woull be on a plane with the best 
and most progressive sohool slstems in the oountr,r. More 
toous was needed on a seoond grouP. the acoelerated or g1~ed 
ohildren, who oonstituted as much a problem as the deteotive 
or retarded pupils. The best praotice then ourrent in 
American publio sohool eduoation atresse. the valus of 
speoial instruotion wherever Possible. 2 
The proJect retlected the thinking and inSight 01' the 
members 01' the Board 01' Education. Uiltil a confidential 
relationship was established between pupil and teaenertbey 
telt tl'at the cause of his trouble in titt~g into the school 
lite could not be deteo'ed. While reta.rdation and delinquencl 
oa.used b.1 such "physioa1 ir~itant8n as adenoids, bad teeth, 
enlarged tonsils, partial deafness, and clefeotive vision were 
re.oeiv1ng eonsiderat ion, let there remained the mol'S subtle 
1 Ibid., p. 96 -




and deep-rooted P81chological difficulties to be met. 
A "Special School for Colored Boys" was set up in Feb-
ruary, 191Z, thus expanding t be work to include this group. 
The system. was now considered. to ha.ve passed the exper1lllenta.l. 
stage and was accepted as a worthwhile project in the educa-
tional system. !he Juvenile Court sent several boys to the 
sohool and in some instances the pupil _de a splenlid reoord. 
Sinoe the establishment of the school it had not beoome neo-
essary to have any boy sent t a the Sohool of Reform (Greendale) 
on acoount of bad conduot. l Ie. emphasis next was put on 
social setting so that home training and environment might be 
ohanged for the better wherever possible. The Associated 
, 
Chari ti es of Louisville co-operated in these efforts and even 
supplied Clothing to ohildren when needed. 
The next stage in the development of these sp8cia~ areas 
ot education came with the "Atypical Sohool". The word 
"Atypioal" was first used in 190Z by Dr. Maximilian P. E. 
Grozmann in his work in Plainfield, New Jersey. He thus 
deSignated those children who, trom hereditary, congenital 
and environmental causes, deviate from the average human type 
and who need special training in the largest seDse of the word. 
He believed that through negleot those children might lose 
their normal oharaoteristios entirely and be lost in the 
multitude of mental and moral defectives that filled the 
lIbid. --P. 66 
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cr1minal courts and const1tuted a menaoe to sooiety.l 
The Atyp10al Sohool of Lou1sville opened its doors in 
December; 1913, to admit seven ch11dren from the Cathedral 
House Special School. and this group was to fo~ the nuoleus 
for another new department of the educational system. The 
olass was divided into three groups corresponding to grades 
one and three and kindergarten. The "3-R's" were taught 
mornings and afternoons were devoted to manual tra1ning, 
basket weaving, sewing. and domestic soience. 
The pe4~gogioal aim of the sohool, namely to IIBke a 
child as self-supporting under supervision as possible, was 
aocomplished first by studying him in regard to his disposi-
tion. his ability, and above all in regard to his chief 
interests. After a thorough study of the Child it was 
thought best to pl!'ooeed with his education along ;_hree dis-
tinot lines: first, to make him more poised by gymnastiCS 
and other physical education, in order to utilize his in-
stincti ve play acti vi tie s to ad vaJl,tage; ,seoond. to oorrect 
any speech difficulties by aid at phonics and stimulation of 
games; and third, to raise his ethical standards by letting 
him suffer the consequences of his own errors as well as by 
teaChing him self ... oontrol. It was with this group that the 
first psychometric testing under the school system was 
attempted, forty-two Binet tests being given the fi~st year. 
For the most part disoipline was on a eo-operative basis 
lIbi4. pp. 73-77 -
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between sohool and home. Over fifty home visits were made to 
enlist the help of parents and guardian.. Two Mothers' Keet-
ings and two Mothers' Visiting Days were held; at tbs latter 
some of the ohildren's work was on exhibition and ,the pupils 
served the refreshments. 
This class was the direot forerunner of the Psyohologioal 
Laborato%1 set up in September, 1914, under the direotion of 
Miss Henrietta Raoe. With the expanding interest in psyoho-
logioal testing throughout the country, the Board of Education 
saw the need for an expert who could introduoe this 'evelop-
ment into the oity schools. l The primary obJective of the 
new laboratory was to classify and grou.p the unusual children 
found in sohool--both the retarded and the accelerated--in 
order that they might be properly plaoed in sohool grades 
and advanced acoording to ability. Not only was it necessary 
for the retarded and defective child to be given speoial 
attention but it was equally essential to see that the capable 
or suparior child be given an opportunity to use'his mental 
powers. For'three years some pupils, while still in the 
departmental sohools had been allowed as an experiment to 
take one or more high school subJects in order that they 
might enter one of the high sohools with from a quarter to 
three quarters of a term's advanoe oredit. Thereafter th~ 
ma.ie more rapid progress and were graduated with a saving 
of at least a half year. 
l' 
Ibid. p. 42 
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In setting up the work Jl1aa Race followed this program 
of examination with each ohild: (1) physioal, to asoertain 
his power to do work and to find out if there were 8l1y bodily 
ailments that might interfere with intelleotual development; 
(2) pedagogioal, to determine his school achievement; 
(3) intelleotual, to disoover his standing in mental traits, 
powers and tendenoies; (4) sooiological, looking into the 
oondition of the part of the oity in whioh he resi4ed, his 
home, amusements, etc.; (5) hereditary and developmental, to 
fina out What might be the oontrolling elements of his Origi-
nal nature. Tests worked out by Thorndike. Woodworth, 
Whipple, Binet, Healy, De Banctis, wallin, and other leaders 
in the field were used by the psychological staff and exam-
inations were given at the Administration BUilding. l In 
her first report Ilss Race described two main lines of 80-
deavor. The first was the olinio. The work in that depart-
ment oonsisted of the examination of ohildren who were prob-
lems in the school--those who were not meeting the require-
ments of the regular olass-room and those who were aooeler-
ated or gitted. The purpose of the examination was to deter-
mine the ehiltl's general mental caliber and his speoial gifts 
or defeots, and to place him aocordingly under such care as 
the oity sOhools afforded in the atypical, retarded, or 
1 Ibid. p. 43 
..... """"'l 
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accelerated olasses. The second department in the Laboratory 
was the study of olass room aohievement in the ditferent 
grades ot the eleuntary sohool. This was dOAe by the use at 
soales and tests. The first year. (1914-1916). Miss Race 
used such measurements as the 1'homdike reading and .r1 ting 
scales, the Buckingbam, and the Ayres spelling seales, and the 
ao~is arithmetic tests. These were all accepted tests 
which had the sanction of the best authorities in the field 
and had been ased in the most careful and extended practice 
throughout the united states. l 
Approximately one tho uaand ohildren in three sohools--
the Normal, the Cochran, and the Morris--were examined. The 
results obtained were compared w1 th the work of other ci ties 
as far as it was possible to do so. Sinoe Louiaville was 
&JIong the first to use the Thorndike Bading Seale no oom-
J8,rison of the work in reading oould be made at that time. 
However, Dr. Thorndike, while on 8. visit to LOuisville, ex-
pres.ed the opinion that the Louisville sohools stood high 
in comparison with reports then available at TeaohersCollege 
from other seotions of the 0~tr.y.2 In the spelling tests 
the work ranked about even with the stand.ard set by the A3res . 
scale but somewhat behind in comparison with the Buckingham 
standard. In arithmetic testing the comparison wa.s macle with 




other oommunities suoh as Boston, Detroit. Kansas City, and 
aome distriots in Indiana. 
In 1916 ~ss Raoe conducted a series 01' tests in orier 
to measure the ef1'ioienoy 01' instruotion in LouiSVille and to 
o ompare the work done here 111 th the work done in other oi ties. 
This department 01' the Psychological Laboratory in whioh 
class~room aooomplishment was studied was now oalled the 
'Bureau of Statistical Research. The thirteen schools examined 
at the request of prinoipals and teaohers were located in 
di1'1'erent parts 01' the city. They represented such diverse 
classes and oonditions, sooially and eo onomically , that the 
work was oonsidered fairly representative of Louisville. 
Four thous.and, three hundred and thirty-two ohildren were 
examined. The tests a.nd scales used were all standard. 
From. the study it was dillcovered thai Louisville stood well 
in such areas as silent reading and interpreta.tion, spelling, 
and writing, while the work in arithm.etio was not so high. 
The most signi1'icant problem aooording to the tests was that 
of olassifioation. l There was need tor more speoial classes 
in the oity for suoh groups a8 deteotives, industrial clasae. 
tor ohildren who inolined toward hand-work but .ere not gift-
ed in manipulating ideas, aDd other classes for unusually 
gifted ehildren. 
Heretofore most 01' the emphasis had been put on the sub-
normal groupo About this time Miss Raoe beoame more and more 




interested in the aeoe~erat8d or gifted group. The'work of 
the Psyohological Laboratory oontinued to grow and expand, 
with more foous ooming to be placed on the gifted child. The 
Director experimented at every opportunity and the results 
were noteworthy,. 
She believed that the gifted child was the most interest-
ing and most worthwhile responsibility. 
If the retarded ohild in a democraoy deserves to have 
his one ability trained, the gifted ohild merits the 
best realization of his ten talents. He bas unusual 
powers, but even the most sanguine of the admirers of 
genius would hesitate to say that he is inoapable of 
forming bad habits or le,tting muoh of his. talent tall 
by the wayside. ThiS, the moat preoious of our pro-
ducts, should have the best oare we are able to give, 
not only for 'She sake of the individual and his rights, 
but also for the sake of his oontribution to the 
aohievements of the state. He shonld not only have 
individual but social training that he may find the 
purpose forlthe devotion of his talents in the uplift 
of SOCiety. 
Louisville was beginning than to organize its gifted 
ohildren in Opportunity Classes. In the first six months of 
1916, forty-six ohildren in the fourth grade were examined for 
the purpose of disoovering gifted ohildren. Seventeen were 
tomd wi th intelligenoe quotients ranging from 120 to 138. 
In Ootober ot that year a olass tor children of superior in-
telligenoe was organized under the administration of the city 
sohools. 
Miss Baoe drew a number at conolusions in summarizing 
1 Ibid.--P. 69 
"'""'lII 
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the work done during the 1'ollowing year with this group.l She 
believed that the results 01' mental and eduoational t8sta show-
ed that these ohildren ooULd do various kinds 01' mental aotiv-
ity almost equally well and two or three years in advanoe 01' 
their ages. The physioal measurements of the children (in 
oompari son with t he no mal. or a yerage ohil d ) showed the weight 
in this group to be 1.6 pounds above the normal average and 
the height to be one inoh above the normal average. In sohool 
work 1'rom February until June the Opportunity Class aooomplish-
ed the work presoribed for one year by the Louisville Course 
0'1 study. The children also learned to use in oonversation 
four hundred German words and oomposed the words anc1 musio to 
an operetta. 
~m the resuJ. ts 01' the different tests and the exper-
ience. 0'1 the year Mlss Race listed eight oonolusions: (1) 
that gitted ohildren .ere able to aocomplish with ease the 
ordinary two years school work in one year; (2) that they 
were apt to be unusually able in various fields of human 
learning; (3) that they were especially capable of handling 
ideas and tbat their thinking was marked with quiokness and 
direotness; (4) that children of unusual ability seemed to 
be superior to the average ohild in physioal oharaoteristios; 
(5) that gifted children in oommon with those of llss mental 
lHlnrietta V. Raoe, nA Study of a Class of Children 
of Superior Intelligenoe", Journal of Eduoational PSYOh010~J 
(Baltimore: Warwiok and York, Ino. 1918) Vol. IX, pp. 91-
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caliber could and did form injurious habits thereby crippling 
their ability (this was especially shown in the studies in 
social attitude); (6) that they were highly social in the 
scientific sense ot the term, tending to have good disposi-
tions and to lend themselves generously to the needs of the 
group; (7) that the ir manner at 11 ving and learning should 
be carefully held to normal and they should not work wi th 
abstract material primarily but with the conorete in nature 
and social heritage in the problematic situations of the in-
dividual and the class; and (8) in order that they might.con-
tribute most acceptably the gifted children should have 
special opportunities to work in co-operation with the social 
gro.p.p.l 
nss Race believed that bel" study ~ustified the contin-
uance of Opportunity Classes. She aJ,"'gued that if well-taught 
this group was the best Louisville could invest in and that 
they would bring city and state a hundred-fold in return for 
time and talent expended. On the other hand it they were not 
.ell-taught the .loss was even greater, sinoe they would be 
the most retarded group, by virtue of their inherent ability, 
at any children in the schools. 
In the sucoeeding years of this decade, 1910 to 1920, 
changes and additions went on under the public school system 
which had far-reaching results. The Psychological Laboratory 
lAnnual Report, op, cit. (luly 1, 1916.- lune 30, 1917) 
Sixth Report--pp. 34-44 
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kepll pace with the growing interest in child guidance an4 
mental health. There was greater co-operation between a4m1ll-
istration, assistant superintenden~8. prinoipal. and teaehers. l 
Branohing out into allied fields fQr assistance with their 
problems, the Board of ~uoa:t;ion oame to see the oommunity as 
a whole beooming involv,ed. For example, at the request of 
the Superintendent of Soh.ools a special pbysi01an and nurse 
were appointed by the Board of Health of the oity and by the 
District Nurses Association to make a physical survey of the 
retarded classes, while a mental examination was being con-
. 
ductsd b7 the Psychological Laboratory staff. As a result 
of this work it was planned to restore to normal olasses 
those pupils who were suffering from remediable PU1sical 
defects, as well as to look for a general physioal betterment 
of all ohildren of these retarded grCUps.2 
One of the earliest references to the importance of 
environment in the whole matter of Juvenile delinquenoy 
oame in 1919.3 All the boys of the Speoial School were 
examined for mentality during February and Maroh, the 
Stanford Revision of. the Binet-Simon soale being used. Of 
the sevantY boys in the olass 45.7 per oent were of average 
intelligence and above, while 54.3 per oent were below 
lIbid.--{July 1, 1917--J'une 30, 1918) Seventh Report 
,.. .. p. 54 
2 Ib1d.--(July 1, 19l5--June 30, 1919) Eighth Report 
.... -p. 49 
3 Ib1d.--pp.47-48 
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average intelligenoe. The staiistios showed the imporiance 
of the delinquent problem. »efeotive intelligenoe alone was 
not the answer. Either the sQnool tailed the. in not meeting 
their needs or their home environment was, at fault. Miss 
Raoe's report urged the further pursuit of the problem. 
The next stage in the history of mental hygiene in 
Louisville began with the new field of endeavor into whioh 
the Board of Eduoation b~ohed out. As early as 1917 their 
members bad recognized the need for oloser co-operation with 
the sooial age.uoies of the oity.l The Attendanoe De18rtmen t, 
for example, believed that remedial work to correot the 
caus'es of non-attendance might be aocomplished by referring 
suoh eases to various agencies. Poverty was reported to the 
Associated Chari ties and to the Federation of jewish Chari-
ties; extreme oases of school delinquenoy and truancy were 
filed in Juvenile Court. 
In the fall of 1918 the Board ot Trade Community 
CounCil, Federation of Social Agencies (which became the 
Welfare League in January, 1919), and other social service 
organizations of Louisville requesied that ,a survey be made 
of the post-war problems facing the community. Oilder the 
ii tle lfChild Welfare Work in Louisville", a research pro Jeet 
was conduoted by W. H. Slingerland, Ph.D., Special Agent 
with the Department of Child-helping, Russell Sage Foundation. 
1 Ibid.--Seve.uth Report--p. 155 
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A report of the findings was published in April. 1919. 1 In 
his introduotion. Dr. Slingerland desoribes the post-war 
planning of Louisville and the state of transition of her 
sooial agenoies. The oity was faoing large problems suoh as 
the union of some agenoies with similar organizations, the 
addition of needed units of servioe to others, and the need 
for more general oo-operation. 
For 'the purposes cuf in'te.rpreta tion the term child 
welfare work as used in Dr. Slingerland's study was limited. ..... .--,;;.;,;;.,;;. -
to two aspeots: (I) remedial efforts in behalf of ohildren 
who were destitute, neglected, delinquent, or abnormal in 
mind or body, and the oare and training of those deprived 
of natural relationships and support; and (2) preventive 
measures to protect normal ohildren. and to save them from 
entering the dependent, del1nquant, or defeotive olasses. 
In Dr. Slingerland' s expert opinion there were three 
related parts or phases in a proper oase study of a ohild, 
particularly when admission to an institution was proposed 
or with one who became a subject for action by a Juvenile 
Oourt. The first was the social study of the ohild, his 
( 
family, and his previous environment. He pointed out that 
this Should be made by someone reasonably well-trained and 
experienced in suoh matters. The .econd part was a Phlsieal 
e:mmina tion of the ohild by a. oompet.nt plqsioi&n whioh 
lW. H. Slingerland, Ph.D., Child Welfare Work in 
Louisville, (New York: Russell Sage FoundatIon, 1919) 
pp. 3-111 
should be reoorded on proper blanks and as compleiely as 
possible. (In the case of placement in an institution. Dr. 
Slingerland noted. serious epidemios might be avoided by 
prompt examinations.) The las t pa.rt was the mental and -
dispositional examination of the child by a psyohologist. 
He laid partioular stress on this phase as one becoming in-
creasingly neoessar.y ever,y year. Sooial workers were more 
and more able to get real help with problem ohildren through 
-
the use of suoh measures as psyohometric te.ts and the grow-
ing reoognition of moral and emotional abnormalities in 
ohildren. Dr. Slingerland oomplimented the oi tl of Louisville 
for being in the advanoe guard when he observed that some 
cities in this oountry had so fully recognized the need as to 
establiSh psychological laboratories in oonnection with the 
publio sanools, and to employ psychologists for the examina-
tion and grading of all publio sohool pUPils. l M1ss Race, 
he said, in Louisville was doing an excellent Job in giving 
service to the city sohools. 
Conversations with public sohool officials, institution 
offioers, and professors ai the University of Louisville led 
Dr. Slingerland to observe that a general co~operative move-
ment was needed to obtain a aatisfaoto~y arrangement for 
further psyohological work with children. The university 
gave favorable consideration to the suggestion that its 
psyohologioal department be enlarge' and strengthened, so as 
lIbid., p. 109 
to provide clinio service along the line of mental tests and 
examinations. Both the Superin,tendent ofsohoolsl and 
Miss Raoe were very receptive to a plan to enlarge the 
public school Psyohological facilities, together with the em-
ploying of at least one additional psychologist, and the fur-
nishing of central p~ohological servioe to all of the ohild-
oaring institutions of the oity, inoludtng the Juvenile Court. 
Following Dr. Slingerland's reoommendations, the Welfare 
2 League took steps to enlarge the work of the Psyohological 
Laboratory to include all the social agencies so that oollab-
oration might result in mutual benefits. y~. Elwood Street, 
Direotor, acting at the request of the Board of Presidents, 
formally requested the Board of Eduoation to extend its psy-
ohologioal work so as to make the servioe available to the 
sooial agenoies of the oity.3 This was in April, 1919. 
Twenty-five hundred dollars a year for two years for this 
purpose was appropriated by the League. At the end of that 
time they hoped the new projeot would have demonst~ated its 
value suffioiently to b,e entirely supported by publio funds. 
This arrangement seems to have been mutually agreeable to 
both parties. 
For some time leaders in the publio sohool system bad 
been sooially-minded in their outlook. For example, 
lYr. 0. L. Reid 
2An affiliation of sooial agenoies aoting through a 
oentral offioe to serve Louisville. 
3The Community, (Louisville, Kentuoky: Louisville 
Federation of Sooial Agenoies) pp. 8-10, September, 1919 
llr. O. L. Reid, the Superintendent of Schools, was a.n active 
member of the original BoarCl of Presidents of the Welfare 
League. At their annual. meeting in February, 1919, it was 
he who gave the paper on "The Modern Spirit in Social 
service".l The Annual Report number of "The Community", the 
offioial publication of the League, appeared in April, 1919. 
and oarried an editoria12 by Mr. Reid on the acoomplishments 
of the year and what they meant to the Community. On the 
other band the social work leaders of the city had seen what 
possibilities lay in the service offered by the P~ohological 
Laborat ory in helping ,toward solution of sooial problems; in-
vol ved was the DB. tter of inst1 tutional strV8YS as well as in-
dividual, mental examinations of clients referre4. 3 The merg-
ing of the lWO bodies can be considered as the aetual begin-
ning of the present Mental HYgiene Clinic. 
In summarizing the developments of the ten year period, 
1910-1920. psychological interests seem to have predominated 
and influenced all thinking. Greater responsibility was 
felt on the part of the public schools with new interest 
coming to be pl~ced on the individual. Mental HYgiene ad-
vanced in Louisville about as fast as it did in other com-
munities and seems to have ~pt paoe with national movements. 
lIbid., Feb. 1919--p. 2 
2 Ibid •• April, 19l9--p. 4 
3 Ibid., May, 1920--p. 49 
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While the National Committee for Mental HJ'giene and the 
first child guidance clinics were getting under way an the 
national scene, with their interest in the causes ot malad-
Justment and delinquancy, the local school authorities were 
organizing facilities to segregate and study their problem 
children. 
studying and attempting to interpret behavior led to 
the conviotion that the individual had to be understood be-
fore he could be controlled or helped, With the working 
out of the Binet soale for measuring intelligence came the 
tool for studying the factor of individual intellect and how 
it in turn affected behavior. Feeble-mindedness drew the_ 
first attention as an obvious social problem but was soon 
found to be only one aspect. The lack ot intellectual 
ability came to be seen as only one facet of anti~social 
behavior as more emphasis was put on other background his-
tory, as well as on other types of oases. 
Laboratory psychology wi th its emphasis on tests and 
classifications was a good spring-board or beginning. But 
it was only a beginning. It was necessary to have a more 
oomprehensive understanding before treatment could follow 
diagnosis. Psychiatry was to mold this new v iewpoint in 
the next deoade into a new underst~ding of personality. 
With the establishment of the enlarged Psychological 
Laboratory the way was opened to extend the s cope of the 
work further than the early leaders dreamed. The strides 
mafle in the next deoade proved that mental hygiene. work in 
Louisville was now an established faot. 
Following the toous on the child who was .a behavior 
problem--either because of being retarded or accelerated--
the psyohologioal laboratory stressed olassifioation. 
Branching out into the community led to a recognition 01' the 
need for closer co-operation with soeial agencies. The City 
seems to have gonEt along about as fast as it was ready for 
mental hygiene to take hold and this may be one reason why 
the early efforts were far reaching and why the foundation 
laid in thoaefirst years has oarried over to today. 
Beg1nn.ing as it did in so JIIB.llY other.communities, 
under the publio school system, mental hygiene work in 
Louisville seems to have followed a pattern or series of 
definite steps. The second great advance Came after 1920 
when the SOCial agencies were made aware of its implica-
tions for their olient •• 
I • 
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file Russell Sage Founda.ti on surve, in Lou1sv11le having 
been oompleted, the plans for employing an additional psy-
ohologist and the widening of the soope of work to include 
central psyohologioal service got under way in 1919. In 
July JI.r. Frank S. Fearing J01ned the staff of the Psyohologi-
! 
oal Laborator.y at the Board of Xduoat10n. His work was to 
examine persona referred by the social agenCies of the ci tJ" 
and to make examinations and surveys of institu.tions when 
requested. 
Mr. Fear1ng came to Lousville directly from the Psy-
ohologioal Servioe of the P~ohiatrio Division of the Medioal 
Department of the United states Navy, at the Naval Training 
Sa tion, Hampton Roads, Virglnia. There he had had oharge 
of the psyohologioal examinations of reoruits and the routine 
examination of all eases referred to the Division and also 
acted as Chief Psyohologist to the Norfolk Mental Hygiene 
Clinio, a free olinio for the examination of mental eases 
referred by nurses, sooial workers, oou.rt offioials, and 
others,--muoh like the new plan in Louisville. 
Kis8 Raoe oontinued as d ireotor of the laboratory. 
Also now assooiated with the work were two psyohiatrists, 




state Hospital at Lake land 1 until 1906 and was now a practiC-
ing psychiatrist in Louisville, and Dr. H. B. Scott, head ot 
the Beechhurst Sanatorium,2 both ot whom volunteered their 
services and acted as consultants3 to make examinations ot 
any cases reterred to them. 
In Deoember, 1919, when the new project bad been operat-
ing tor about seven months the tirst report appeared. 4 The 
work done had included a survey of the mentality of children 
in the Industrial School ot Retorm;Q a survey ot LOUisville 
ohildren in the state Institution for the teeble-minded at 
Frankfort; examination of the mental ages of all women detain-
ed for venereal infeotion at the oounty Jail; as well as 361 
individual examinations of cases referred by seventeen sooial 
agenoies inoluding Juvenile Court. 
The in4i vidu.als who were examined during these first few 
months were classified acoording to intormation gathered from 
ten fields of inquiry, as outlined by Dr. Walter E. Fernald's 
book "Standard Fields at Inquiry for Clinio Studies of 
lstate hospital for mental cases. 
2Private sanatorium for mentally 111. 
3The CO.lDlllunity, OPe cit., September, 19l9,p. 11" 
4Report of Ps~Ch01o~oal Laboratory (from July I, 1919, 
to December 31. 1919. (subm:\ted by Frank S. Fearing and 
Henrietta V. Race) 
5Now Ormsby Village, part of the Lou.isville and 





Borderline DefeotiveS".l The fields of inquiry inoluded: 
(1) Physioal. un Psyohopathic History, (3) Psyohologioal 
Test, (4) Personal and Developmental History, (5) Heredity. 
(6) Praotioal Knowledge, (7) Sooial History, (8) Boonomio 
History, (9) Moral Reaction, and (10) Eduoation. At that 
time the psyohologioal test was oonsidered the most important 
part of the examination, but only a part. and at times might 
be outweighed by faotors in the pbysioal or developmental 
histories. Classifioation was made under these headings: 
Feeble-Minded. Normal. Superior. Psyohotic (Epilepsy. etc.). 
Retarded, Und.~ermined. 
Definite conolusions were drawn as a result of this 
early work.2 . One of the ohief diffioulties was disposition 
of the feeble-minded group,3 both in regard to the maohinery 
of oommitment and the aotual laok of facilities. Another 
problem was that of greater co-operation in Juvenile Court 
oases. It was felt that mental testing should be a roatine 
part of evary Juvenile Court case. The examiners also 
thought the work of the laboratory should be enlarged to 
lThe author was one of the original founders of the 
Kental HYgiene Movement and former Superintendent of the 
Massaohusetts Training Sohool for the Feeble-Minded, the first 
state institution for the feeble-minded to be established in 
this oountry. 
2Pauline B. Hitohoook, The Louisville Psyohological 
Clinio, 1920-1930. (Unpublished paper for sooia! Reeearoh 
semInar, university of Louisville, 1930) p. 6-7 
3Henrietta V. Raoe, "The Feeble-Minded in Louisville", 
The Community, May, 1920, p. 48 
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inolude serving the various child-placing institutions in 
the oommunity more effectively. 
A more detailed understanding of the work of the labora-
tor.y was put in writing by the Welfare League that same month. 
There were to be regular clinio days, aocording to the agree-
ment, for the examination of eases referred by social agencies. 
The rest of Mr. Fearing's time was to be devoted to making 
surveys of institutions.1 Miss Race would contin~e on with 
her work, the examination of school ohildren, but would con-
tribute her services to the newer aspect of the program as 
time permitted. At the swae time it was agreed that the 
reoently formed Mental Hygiene Comm1ttee2 would supervise 
that part of the work of the laboratory which dealt with 
agenoy problems. This oommittee held monthly meetings to 
discuss the progress being made in the new venture in mental 
hygiene. 
As might be expected in the first report most emphasis 
was on the social work side of the pioture. The work with 
school children which bad been going on steadily since 1914 
under the Board of Education sponsorship was not even report-
ed that first year. 3 This may bave been due to two reasons. 
IHitohoook, Ope cit., p. 6 
2An informal committee started by Miss Raoe in July. 
1919, which later developed into a sub-division of the 
Community Council (part ot the Welfare League). 
~o annual report to Board of Education trom 
Psychological Clinic tor year ending/June, 1920. 
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About that time there was 8. obange in Sohool Superintendents; 
Mr. Zenos E. Soott suooeeded Mr. O. L. Reid; and also there 
were orowded olasses and a soarcity of teaohers. In addition 
Miss Race left the city. 
In July, 1920, the incre_sed demand for the servioes of 
the Ps,yohologioal Clinicl by the social agencies of the oity 
made it advisable to move the office of the clinic from the 
Bo~d of Education Building to the SOCial Service Building 
at 215 E. Walnut street. A re-organization of the clinio 
was effected at that tillS, with Ifl". Frank Fearing beoomi.ng 
Director and Drs. Gardner and Scott continuing as consultants. 
This new plan, designed to faoilitate the work for the sooial 
agenoies. wa.s agreed upon by the Welfare League, Board of 
Eduoation and Mental Hygiene Comm1ttee alike. The suggestion 
o~ the Welfare League to the Superintendent of Schools (made 
earlier in the spring) advocating a separation was accepted.2 
(The "Department of Education" was to oomprise one division 
and the "Departmeht of Sooial Servioe" the other, the latter 
no longer a public sohool ayst&m proJeot but now taken over 
entirely by the Welfare League.) This oonstituted the thir4 
step in the development of the present Mental Hygiene Clini o. 
In add1 tion to supervising the acti vi ties of the 
1 
Hereafter the term ·Clinio" is Wiled instead of 
"Laboratory" in all reports, eto., following the re-organ1za-
tion in July, 1920. 
2H1tOhoOOk, OPe 01t., pp. 7-8 
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Ps.yohologioal Clinic, the Mental HYgiene Committeel was inter-
ested in all types of activities that bad to' do With state 
provision of care for the feeble-minded and insane and uso 
all sooial problems in whioh feeble-mindedness and insanity 
.ere factors. In 1920 they conoentrated on four particular 
problems. These inoluded (1) immediate provision for the 
eare of the feebls.-minded 1n Louisville until suoh time as 
'. 
the state Institution at Frankfort would be :&ble to make 
adequate provision for all of the state's feeble-minded, 
(2) the establishment of an adequate Medical-Psyohological 
clinic in connection with the luvenile Court for the examina-
tion of all oases appearing before that oourt, (3) the estab-
lishment of olasses in the public schools for feeble-minded 
and mentally retarded ohildren, and (4) obtaining an appro-
priation from the Fiscal Oourt to reimburse in part the 
lThe first chairman was Mr. E. S. Taohau who was suo-
oeeded by Dr. Ga.rdner in June, 1920. Mr. Fearing •. s seore-
tar,y of the group. The otber Oommittee members who composed 
this pioneer group included such community representatives as 
Mrs. Emma B. Hegan, Chief Probation Officer at Juvenile Oourt; 
Jrtr. Baymond A. Hoyer, Executive Secretary of the Oommunity 
Counoil; Miss Annabel Kahn, u. S. Interdepartmental Sooial 
Hygiene lBoard; Miss Sophie Nelson, Superintendent of the :publio 
Health Nursing Assooiation; ~. Homer E. Wiokenden, Superintend-
ent of Associated Oharities; Mr. George L. Sehon, SUperintend-
ent of the Kentucky Children's Home; Miss Ethel Lovell, Prinoi-
pal of the Vooational School; Mr. Bryan W. Hartle,y, Assistant 
Superintendent of the Board of Bducation; Mrs. Charles Semple, 
-President of the Woman's Club; Dr. Henry E. Tuley, Superintend-
ent of the City Hospital; Mr. Elwvod street, EXecutive Seere-
tar" of the Welfare League; as well as ~~ John L. Woodbllr1, 
Mrs. Helm Bruce, Mrs. Churchill Humphrey,' Miss Elmira Beers, 
Dr. Philip :Barbour, Mr. Charles Taohau, Mrs. John O. Graham, 
¥rs. Ellis Dunoan, Miss Marian Gaines, Dr. Curran Pope, 
Mr. David Liggett, Mr. walter Hughes, and the aforementioned 
group of workers, Dr. Gardner, Dr. Scott, Mr. Fearing, and, 
prior to their departure from the City, Miss Race and 
Superintendent Reid. 
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Psycholog1oal Clin1c for the service 1 t rendered in the exam-
ination of ~uvenile Court cases. l 
The Clinic now operated in three distinct areas. The 
first, the giving of individual testa on all suspected mental 
defect oases, was done in oonjunction with giving advice rela-
tive to the individual's capacities and his ability to adjust 
to the environm.ent. In the larger problem of Mental Hygiene, 
or the living of a healthy menta.l life, the individual was 
given instruction and advice which tell within the province 
ot the Clinio. Many "normal" olients were referred for this 
~ype of belp~ The Clinio oonducted surveys ot insti tutiona 
and other agenoies by means at group palohological. testa, as 
its seoond funotion. The teata used in these group surveys 
were modeled after those used by Army psychologists in weed-
ing out the mentally inoompetent from among recruits during 
World War I. By this means a large group were examined at 
one time and, rapidly olassified aooording to their intelli-
gence. The third area where the Clinic served was as a 
clearing house tor all information relative to commitment of 
persons to the institutions for the insane and feeble-minded, 
and also in giving informa.tion regarding public and private 
institutions for the mentall1 dis.eased and defeotive in 
Kentucky and other states. 2 
--- r'f'" '" 
All correspondence regarding patients at Central state 
Hospital for the Insane at Lakeland and the state Institution 
tor the Feeble-Minded at Frankf'ort, who were f<rmerly olients 
of Louisv1l1e sooial agenoies, was oentralized through the 
Psychological C11n10. In addi tion. the clin1c endeavored to 
cooperate in every way poss1ble with these two inst1tutions. 
It was available for securing pS70hiatric sooial histories on 
all oases oommitted to the inst1tutions and already known to 
local so01al agencies. These histories inoluded information 
regarding the patient, his family, home conditions, eto. 
The D1rector of the Clinic during this first year of 
aotivity oonduoted two lecture courses at the University of 
Louisville,--one in the School of Publio Health and the other 
in the Sohool for So01al Work. l 
It is interesting to note the sooial agenoies that 
a.vailed themselves of t.he Clinic fS servioes during 1920. 
Seven hundred and s1xty-five oases were referred for indi-
vidual examinations by thirty agenoies. (See Table 1. 
page 46) Of the 240 oases referred for examination by 
nSohools n , 163 oases were previously examined by the school 
psyohologist. Most ot them were ohildren of superior intel-
ligenoe who were oandidates for the so-oalled opportunity 
Classes. 
lWhile the Sohool for Sooial Work was not established 
until January, 1923. (with a definite ourrioulum leading to 
the oertifioate in sooial servioe) under the College of Arts 
and Soiences it bad earlier in the 1920 fa begun to respond to 
the wider and more praot1cal needs of the city by enter1ng 
into co-operative educational arrangements with various civic 
organizati ons. 
TABLE 1 
Sources of Referral According to Classification of Cases 
Tested by the Louisville Psychological Clinic 
During the Year 1920 I 
----
Agency Referring Case Total 
J:t'eet;>.Le-
:Minded Retarded 
Dove -Ysicno-Normal Average Pa hic 
Total 748 184 238 158 -g-2 56 
ATi1erTcan ned- -Uross 1.6 - 9 1. ~ 0 2 
Assoc. Charities ~2 28 10 22 U 27 
-S-cnooT Attend.. JJept. 1. .L . ~ -Y . 0 u 
Central State HOsp. 2 2 0 0 -0- U 
-cnI1..cfren's l"ree Hos·p. ~. 1 1. 1. U U 
LTv. lil. t;y HOSPl. 'Cal. 1.'f 1.i::: i::: V 0 ;j 
lihl..Ld.ren s t'rot. ASSOC. 1.e 'd v ::> U () 
Good Shepherd Orphanage 3 0 3 () 0 0 
Home :t'or Aged &, Inl'irm ;j 05 I.) V () U 
Rome -for LncurabTes 1 0 0 0 U -0 
Home of" the Innocents 1 1 .0 Y 0 u 
~ewisn we.L~'are j:I'ed.er. 27 .LV 7 0 U 4 
Juveh1.1e (Jourt e'( i:::.!j i:::e i:::v .L 0 
Ky. Ghl..Ldren 1 s Home 050 .L2 'd e U 5 
Nre~oarst Orph-. Home 5 2 .L ~ U U 
1l.Jel.gnoornooo House 4- i::: V i::: -U -U 
.Ll.naa NeVl..L.Le 1 () .~ V U U 
t'arent;a1. Home ;55 1.i::: .L'( e U ~ 
Fernii't Dept. ;j 2 U U 1 0 
Protestant Orphanage 10 0 5 2 3 0 
Yu15Tl.c liea.Ltn l\lurs.Assoc. 'dO .L 'dv U 0 .L 
nr-O.Le VIT. \ ureenoa.Le) 1. V \J .L U U 
St. J OS.6ph' s mlurCli 1 () .L U -U U 
Salvation Army .L .L 0 V V -U 
scnoo.Ls i:::4-\.! i:::Q t>! 'f o?. e'( i::: 
r::>peecn I.i.l.~n~c .q u .l. V ·U U 
susanspeea JJavl.S .tiome ::> v .0. u -0- T 
'1'oc. HOSPl. ta.L T 1. U U -U U 
































Table copied from Report of the Director, OPe cit., p. 4 (table includes 29 of the 







There were also five surveys or group examinations done in 
1920.
1 
At the olose of the first oalendar year of funotioning 
as a separate oommunity agenoy the Clinio had greatly enlarged 
its field of aotivity.2 As direotor, Mr. Fearing reported to 
the Mental Hygiene Committee and the Welfare League that the 
Clinio was now able to funotion in many speoial pr~blem areas 
suoh as ohronic dependenoy, unemployment, Juvenile delinquenoy, 
eto. All newly oommitted oases in orphanages were al.so being 
examined routinely to determine mental statu~ before they were 
plaoed by the orphanage. 
The biggest problem from the mental hygiene point of 
view was the disposition of the feeble-minded. The institu-
tional faoilities for their oare were inadequate and the 
maJority of oases in the oommunity were without any super-
vision. The olinio discovered some 430 oases during that 
first year who were in this predioament. In the orphanages 
where suoh ohildren were oonsidered unplaoeable and ware 
taking the s}&oe whioh might be given to normal ohildren, the 
3 situation was espeoially pressing. 
In setting up plans for the next year's work, seven 
+p,arental Home Sohool; Louisville Baptist Orphanage; 
Louisville Industrial Home; Pauper-Idiot pension reoipients 
in Jefferson County; 100 publio sohool ohildren in retarded 
elassas. 
2Report of Direotor, OPe oit., p. 7 
3Ibid., p. 7 
\ 
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points were listed to be covered. These included: (1) fur-
thering the propa,gamla for adequa. te care of the feeble-minded; 
(2). closer ao-operation with the state 'institutions for the 
oare of the feeble-minded and insane; (3) making ,mental sur-
veys in oxphanages and other institutions to determine the 
number and location of Louisville's feeble-minded group; 
(4) registration of all the feeble-minded in Louisville; 
(~) formation of a Clearing House for all types of case; 
(6) the establishment of complete psyohological and medical 
examinations of all oases in Juvenile Court; and (7) estab-
-lishment of a Mental Hygiene Sooiety in LOUisville. l 
In its second year the Clinic program was somewhat 
interrupted by a number of changes in personnel. Mr. Fearing 
infor.med the Mental Hygiene Committee in May, 1921, that he 
was leaving to accept a pOSition as Psychologist on the staff 
2 ot the National Committee for Mental Hygiene. During May 
and June there was a part-time worker, Miss Theresa Keidel, 
as Acting Director of the Clinio; the agency was closed 
during July and August. 
But in other respeots the work,;continued to move forward. 
A.t a meeting of the Mental Hygiene Committee held May 31, 1921, 
<-
~ . " 
the motion was adopted that a committee be appointed to secure 
the co-oper~tion of the various sooial agencies, the Board of 
Education, state and city health officers, and the courts in 
lIbid., p. 8 
2He was given an eight months' leave of absence to 
work with the National Committee in a survey they were then 
conducting in Cincinnati. 
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making a request to the National Committee for Mental HYgiene 
tor a survey of conditions in Louisville. l On September 14, 
1921, the final meeting of the Mental Hygiene Committee was 
held. 2 This group disbanded in order to 1noc:r porate as the 
Louisville Sooiety for Mental HYgiene. The oonstitution 
adopted with a tew minor ohanges had been approved by the 
National Committee. 
It was moved that the membership of the previously 
existing Mental Hygiene Committee be eleoted and asked to 
serve as Direotors of the Louisville Society for Mental 
Hygiene. 3 In addition the following were also elected 
Direotors: Mr. Walter Hughes, Dr. dohn d. Mar en, 
Dr. C. Thompson, and Dr. Thomas H. Hale. The follOWing 
were nominated and unanimously eleoted as offioers of the 
newly formed sooiety: 
Dr. W. E. Gardner, President 
Dr. Philip Barbour, Vice President 
Dr. dames Bruoe, Seoond Vioe President 
Mrs. Emma Hegan, Third Vioe President 
~r. H. B. Soott, Treasurer 4 
Mr. Frank S. Fearing, Secretary 
lThe.projeot was successfully undertaken and the 
survey was begun early in 1922. 
2community Council Minute Book, (Louisville: Counoil 
of Sooial AgenoIes), seotion entI'led "Mental Hygiene 
Committee", September 14, 1921. 
3present at this important meeting were Dr. W. E. 
Gardner, acting as Chairman, Miss Melita HogS'." newly appointed 
Direotor of the C11nio, Dr. Philip Barbour, Dr. H. B. Scott, 
Miss Elmira Beers, Mrs. Emma Hegan, Dr. dames Bruce, 
Mr. David Liggett, and Mr. Walter Hughes. 
40n leave ot absence. 
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The purposes of the Sooiety as outlined were: 
to work for the oonservation of mental health; to help 
prevent nervous and mental disorders and mental defeots; 
to seoure and disseminate reliable information on these 
subjeots, and also on mental faotors involved in the 
problems related to industry, eduoation, orime, prosti-
tution, dependenoy, and the like; to aid in the solution 
of problems resulting from the war; to co-operate with 
federal, state and looal agenoies or offioials and with 
publio and private agenoies whose work was in any way 
related to that of a sooiety for mental hygiene. l 
The report of the Clinio for 1921 showed a drop from 
1920 in suoh areas as agenoies referring oases to the CliniC, 
diagnosiS or classifioation of suoh oases, and total number 
of oa88 s examined. However, Mias Melita HOgg2 explained the 
decrease by the faot that the Clinio was open only part-time 
for two months and entirely closed for two more months. 
Furthermore, she was of the opinion that the Clinio was now 
firmly established, with a strong organization such as the 
new Sooiety for Mental Hygiene to baok its growth and ·proS-
l;'ess in the oommunity. She pointed out that the Sooiety 
would work toward adequate care of the feeble-minded and 
insane and would give out information on the subjeot of 
mental hygiene and the handling of cases of mental disorder 
and mental defect, as well as oontinue to serve as a clear-




She submitted the Annual Report for 1921 as Acting 
Director, having oome in September of that year 
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state institutions. l 
Nineteen-twenty-two was a year of great change and real 
progress for the clinic. In February th, Nati.onal Committee. 
for Mental Hygiene undertook a s~rvey of mental health con-
ditions in LOUisville. 2 Dr. Harley A. Haynes assisted by a 
psycholOgist, Dr. Frank ~. O'Brien, made a careful study of 
0,000 children in the public sohools, 116 Juvenile Court 
cases, and 177 individuals in homes ford ependent ohildren. 
The National Committee's report of this survey stressed the 
need tor the Psyohologioal Clinic to enlarge its soope, as 
it was telt that in dealing with sooial problems it was ot 
fundamental importance to disooverthe personality ditti-
culties involved.o 
Prior to this survey of Louisville there had been a 
state-wide study of mental health oonditions in 1916. That 
year Governor Stanley, by direotion ot the General Assembly, 
had appointed a oommissionon provision tor the feeble-minded. 
The National Committee tor Mental HYgiene acoepted the invi-
tation ot this oommission to make a study of the conditions 
of care and training of feeble-minded persons in the state. 
Dr. Thomas H. Haines of New York conduoted the survey and as 
in May, 
°Thomas H. Haines, M. D., Report of the Mental HygiEll e 
Survey of Kentuoky, (New York: National Committee for Mental 
HYgiene, 1923), pp. 11-12 
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a result the Pauper-Idiot act then in effect ceased to func-
1 tion for a time. 
A second state-wide survey was planned in Februar,y. 
1922. by Governor Morrow and the General. Assembly and bad as 
its object to determine the character at the needs of prison-
ers in the state's penal institutions and of the state's 
sohool children in order that "steps might be taken to reduce 
the number of criminals and mental defectives in the next 
generation~. It was to be conducted by six experts of the 
National Committee, without expense to the state. 2 
3 . 
Plans included first a visit to the penitentiary at 
Frankfort where a survey of all inmates would be ma.de, then 
a visit to the School of Reform at Greendale to make a simi-
lar study, followed by the examination of the prisoners in 
fifteen selected jails in the state. The work would be con-
cluded with an investigation of the school ohildren in ten 
typioal counties with the partioular objeot of disoovering 
lIt had been found to serve as a direct deterrent to 
the proper training of mental defeotives, sinoe the possibility 
of receiving the state pension of $75.00 encouraged keeping the 
mentally defective person as dependent as possible. However, 
the aot is in effect again at the present time. 
2Loul8ville Herald, August 22, 1922 
3Xembers of the Advisory Committee, appointed by the 
Governor in August of that year, included: Chairmn,~. M. 
Tinsley of Barbourville; George Colvin, state Superintendent 
of Public Instruotion; E. S. Tachau and ~oseph P. Byers, repre-
senting the State Board of Charities and Corrections; state 
Senators Newton Bright of Eminenoe, Charles Hubbard of Hodgen-
Ville, and W. C. Simmons of Covi~gton; Dr. A. T. McCormaok, 
state Health Officer; Mrs. D. Southerland, President of the 
Baris Health and Welfare League; Dr. W. L. Haynes, DetrOit, 
Exeoutive Director of the National Committee for Mental HYgiene; 
Mrs. Benjamin Bayless and W~s. C. B. Semple, of Louisville, both 
representing the state Federation of Women's Clubs; and Dr. 
George P. Sprague of Lexington. 
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the causes of absenteeism and of failure to earn promotion. 1 
As a result of this latter survey the National Committee 
made fifteen speoifio reoommendations whioh were all of sooial 
signifioanoe. They inoluded suah points as setting up a oom-
missioner of mental health (a psyohiatrist) to unify the men-
tal health needs of the state; statutory provision for volun-
tary admission of patients to hospitals for mental diseases 
and to training sohools for mentally defeotive ohildren; more 
adequate salaries for oompetent personnel; enlargement of 
physioal set up of hospitals; supervision ~ all paroled 
patients tw psyohiatrio sooial workers; establishment of 
menta.l hygiene olinios for publio s.<iliools, as well as organ-
ized "speoial olasses" within the sohool system, eto. 2 
At the same time the National Committee suggested that 
LOQisville's Clinio be organized to give both psyohologioal 
and psyohiatrio servioe to all agenoies, this servioe to be 
broader than was then being given. A step bad already been 
taken in that direction when the oommunity leaders had invited 
Dr. Frank J • O'Brien to stay on and develop f\Jl"ther the \\0 rk 
of the olinic. They expressed confidenoe in his ability to 
follow-up the results of the Louisville survey in whioh he 
had assisted. 3 
With the ooming of Dr. O'Brien a new program was outlined. 
Re had been assooiated with the National Committee for two 
lHaines, OPe oit., pp. 153-178 
2Ibid., pp. 170-178 -
3The oi ty-wide survey mde in February, 1922. 
... ~ 
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years prior to ooming to Louisville, and had been in oharge 
of mental hygiene surveys in Wisoonsin, west Virginia, and , 
South Carolina. In oonneotion with these surveys he examined 
many hundreds of individuals and direoted studies in peniten-
tiaries. reformatories for boys and girls, industrial sohools, 
juvenile and adult oourts, orphanages and almshouses, as well 
as making examinations of thousands of sohool ohildren. 
Dr. O'Brien was a graduate of Holy Oross College and 
reoeived his M. A. and Ph. D. degrees from Clark university, 
where he also served as assistant direotor of the university 
psyohologioal laboxatory. He then spent a year and a half 
at Harvard Medioal Sohool, where he aoted as supervisor of 
playground work during summer vaoations. For four years he 
was oonneoted with Boston Psyohopathio Hospital and later 
took oha rge of the olinio of the Polioe Court at Somerville, 
Mass., for four years. For one year he was in oharge of 
the mental work done at the Massaohusetts Reformatory for 
Boys. In all he had had a wealth of varied experienoe to. 
bring to Louisville. 
The reorgani zed 'set-up of the Psyohologioal Clinio did 
not begin to funotion until about the middle of NOVember, 
1922. In August, Miss Hogg had resigned the Direotorship 
of the olinic and for the next six weeks or until October 
first aotivities were suspended. Dr. O'Brien came the first 
of Ootober and soon after Mr. John Patterson Currie was 
added to the staff as Psyohologist and there was now a 
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full-time secretar.y.l During the remainder of tba year 
Dr. O'Brien gave fifteen talks and lectures on the subject 
of mental hygiene before various organizations and education-
al groups, as well as writing two newspaper artioles and 
giving one radio talk. 2 As during previous years, the 
Welfare League kept the books for the Clinic; the finanoial 
report was satisfaotory and showed a balance at the end of 
the year. 
New and larger quarters were soon taken over by the 
olinio in the Sooial Servioe Building annex. A oourse of 
lectures covering the type of problems with which the olinic 
was now equipped to deal was given by the Director to mem-
bers of the Health Committee of the Louisville Woman's Club, 
an active and responsible group interested in supporting the 
clinic. Two other lecture oourses were given at the 
University of Louisville, one a general course in Mental 
Hygiene given a.t the School-f.or Sooial Work and the other a 
seminar for more advanced and experienced stUdents. 
During the year 1923 the clinic assumed ever-increasing 
responsibilities. The demands were greater than the limited 
personnel could handle. No psychiatric social worker was 
available so they bad to rely on two volunteer sooial workers. 
IMlss Elizabeth Thomas 
For the 
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The results on the cases visited by these workers showed 
very definitely the need for closer contact with lhe patient 
and his family after the original olinic examination. l It 
was decided at this time not to attempt any more· surveys of 
institutions in the community, since the clinic work was so 
pressing that it left no time to write up the reports of 
such surveys which were necessary if they were to be of 
va1ue to the institution involved. 2 
This marked the beginning of a philosophy that the 
clinic's responsibility to the oommunity oould best be met 
by thorough treatment of the individual patient. Involved 
was the patient's frequent retum for clinic visit sand 
also the social worker visiting the home, sohool, eto. The 
aim of the newly re-organized olinio was to oarr,y out a con-
struotive program for mental health. 3 
The years follOwing, from 1923 to 1931, found more 
emphasis ooming to be placed on the olinio's potentialities 
for helping solve community problems of a remedial or pre-
ventive nature. The case working agenoies found these prob-
lems were handioapping the constructive work they might do 
and sought co-operation from the Clinic. The answer came in 
lReport of the Director of the 
For the Year Beginning January 1, 1923 
1923, p. 7 
2Ibid • 
3 Ibid., p. 11 
Psychologioal .Clinic, 
ending December 31, 
5'1 
a re-organization to help with these needs and with the 
Clinic personnel endeavoring to improve their own teOhniques. l 
~uoational work was stressed and publicity for community 
support was e~phasized. During the next years the olinio 
made great strides as an agency in Louisville. The feeling 
was general that with the ooming of Dr. O'Brien to the 
Psychological Clinic,following as it did the Mental Hygiene 
surveys, there seems to have been an awakening of the public 
as .ell as of various organizations, to the value of mental, 
2 social, and physical examinations as a preventive measure. 
In tracing the history and growth of the Clinic it is 
interesting to note the changes in focus. The first tew 
years the chief concern was with care of the feeble-minded 
and (to a lesser degree) the superior child. This was also 
true of the national picture--emphasis on the feeble-minded 
and delinquent child--from 1910 until after World War I. 
How mental hygiene workers might be of assistance to the 
state institutions both in securing information and helping 
to supervise discharged patients also received considerable 
attention in early planning both locally and nationally. 
Gradually community leaders beoame aware ot the need tor 
help with other problems. Surveys were planned, carried out, 
lpersonal interview with Mrs. Helyn Cox Campodonioo, 
Clinio Manager, October, 1943. 
aMinute. of Annual Meeting of the Welfare League, 
held on February 16, 19~3J (LouisvIlle: communi~y Cnes~, 




and their recommendations followed at least in part. 
A full time psychologist was added to the Louisville 
clinic staff who devoted .all his time to examining persons 
referred from social agencies. Later, psychiatric help 
was made available on a consulting basis. Information was 
now gathered from many angles and psychologieal testing was 
no longer the major criterion. A more encompassing social 
study of eaoh case was being attempted. ' 
It is interesting to see how similar to the original 
Society for Mental Hygiene the Louisville Society was,--even 
to the wording of purpose and aims. (See Chapter I, p. 5) 
Psychologioally the clinic group apparently felt more secure 
after they had the backing of a local Mental HYgiene Society. 
There still remained a matter of publicity and interpretation 
to the public at large. It was to this end that a great deal 
of time and effort for the next year or two were devoted. 
By the end of 1923, the reorganized program of the clinic 
under the new director began to show results gratifying to 
the Welfare League who sponsored it as an agenoy • 
• 
CHAPTER IV 
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC, (cont.) 1923-31 
CHAPTER IV 
Understanding the individual and his meohanisms was the 
next field of endeavor the Psyohologioal Clinic conoentrated 
on. From Worl~ War I and the subsequent trend toward psy-
ohiatry most clinios gained a new understanding of social 
problems in terms of the individual involved. l Gradually 
the Louisville clinic emerged from prime focus on stu~ and 
analysis of the feeble-minded and delinquent child to put-
ting more emphasis on the "normal" person. Psychiatrio 
consultations were available with Dr. Gardner and Dr. Soott 
(in the case of psychopathic personality). But for the 
most part Dr. O'Brien handled the clinio cases and put most 
emphaSis on the remedial or preventive aspects of mental 
hygiene as the essential oonsideration. 
Dr. O'Brien oonoeived the function of the Clinic as 
two-fold: (1) Clinioal--i. e., examination of oases with 
subsequent reoommendations and wherever possible follow-up 
work; and (2) Educational--to spread the gospel of preventive 
work from a mental hygiene view pOint. To this end during 
1923 one hundred and thirty-one lectures and talks were 
given to many g~oups such as Parent-Teacher's ASSOCiations, 
ohurch gro~s. nurses in training, medical students at the 
lVirginia P. Robinson, A Changing PSYCh010tt in 
Social Case Work, (Chapel Hill: univerSity of Nor Carolina 
Press, 1939) p. 54 
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University of Louisville, etc. There were no facilities for 
doing a physical examination on a patient nor did the City 
Hospital see its way clear to examine children "without 
positive signs of abnormal physical condition". As a result 
of this real handioap a committee was appointed to work on 
the problem of setting up a Health Clinic. Dr. O'Brien also 
attended regularly the Juvenile Court Sessions and hoped in 
this way to be of increasing servioe to the Court in its 
handling of various problems.l 
During the same year, 1923, a Habit Clinio was estab-
lished to which pre-school children could be referred for 
examination and recommendations. This was an outgrowth of 
the Clinio's aim to work toward the prevention of social 
maladjustment through preventive work--that is through early 
diagnosis and treatment. It operated on the prinCiple that 
frequently serious social difficulties had as their origin 
ra ther simple oauses and ohildren. could be helped if handled 
properly when tl:e y first appaared wi th signs of not being 
able to adjust well at home, in sohool, in the neighborhood, 
eto. When no at~ention was paid to these early manifesta-
tions of bad habits Juvenile delinquency, adult orime, and 
insanity often resulted. Dr. O'Brien and the Welfare League 
both saw a need for psychiatric social workers if any prac-
tioal results, either corrective or preventive, were to be 
lReport o~ the Director of the Psychologioal CliniC, 
OPe cit., p. 9 
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gained. They would be able to secure addi tional infom& tion' 
where neoessary and aid in following reoommendations of the 
clinic, as well as co-operate with the other oase working 
agenoies. 
The olinical work during the year consisted of five 
hundred and seventy examinations with recommendations but 
only a limited number of follow-ups on oases. The number 
1 was too large for the Clinic personnel to handle so effects 
in the community were slow to be seen. It was felt that an 
educat~onal program would be partioularly important at this 
time. The Direotor or his assistant attended two hundred 
and sixty-five oonferenoes and meetings, the maJo,rity of 
whioh were on problem oases which an agenoy was having some 
difficulty in handling. ay this oo-operative working rela-
tionship it was thought many individuals were enabled to 
reaoh a higher plane of sooial living than had been possible 
by isolated agenoy effo~.2 
Through all this the Welfare League agenoies, at least, 
developed a new understanding of mental hygiene and wha't a 
oonst~active force it oould be in oarrying on their program. 
One of the indioes that the oommunity was beginning to see 
the need of early recognition and oorrection of abnormalities, 
lwhich then oonsisted of two part-time volunteer 
sooial workers, & secretary, a psyohologist, and Dr. O'Brien 
as direotor. 
2Report of the Director of the Psyohologioal Clinio, 
o.p. oit., .p. 2 
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was the souroes ot referral. During the previous year only 
two ohildren had been referred by parents or relatives, and 
in 1923 thirty-eight ohildren were referred to the olinio 
from this source, while two patients oame on their own initia-
tive. 
In olosing his 1923 report Dr. O'Brien outlined the 
plans for further developing the Clinio. In order to meet 
the ever-increasing demands made upon it for servioes the 
Clinic, as a member agenoy, was asking the newly formed 
Community Chestl to provide for a psyohiatrist and a psychiat-
rio sooial worker to a~ent the staff. 
The remaining years of the 1920-1930 deoade saw the 
efforts of the Clinio oOming to fruition. There was a gradual 
tendency to give less time to publioity and eduoational. work, 
onoe it was felt that the. oommunity was suffioiently familiar 
wi th the Mental Hygiene movement. More time for the olinical 
effort now demanded by the oommunity oame about through this 
ohange. 
In 1924 a psyohiatrio sooial worker2 was added to the 
staff. Almost immediately sooial service was seen as a vital 
asset to the olinio, through the seouring of neoessary sooial 
l"In January, 1924, the Welfare League disbanded and 
the Community Chest was formed." Quoted from Mary Trueheart 
Williamson, "A History of the Counoil of Sooial Agenoies of 
Louisville, KY.", (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Graduate 
Division of Sooial Administration, University of Louisville, 
1943), p. 40 
2 . 
Miss Dorothy Crounse 
."~ 
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data for the psych.iatrist to analyze and interpret, as well 
as by faoilitating the carr,ying out of hie recommendations. 
The number of children b.rought in direotly by' the ir own 
parents, --instead of through the motivation of social agenoies 
as had been true--was indicative of the growing insight into 
what the olinio could do and was doing. The EXee~tive 
Committee met monthly and continued to supervise the aotivities 
and plans of the olinie work, as well as to determine polioies. 
The Community Chest expended over $12,000.00 in 1924 ~n earr,y-
ing on this work~l 
A survey of hospitals and health agenoiee of Louisville 
was undertaken in April. 1924, at the request of the Health 
and Hospital Survey Committee of the Louisville Community 
Cheat. Dr. Haven Emerson,2 who oonducted the survey, reported 
that the establi~hmen~ and expansion of the soope of the 
Psychologioal 01ini03 had been a step in public medical and 
sooial service of the greatest significanoe. He felt that 
the best index of the relianoe already put in its services 
was the steady increase in the proportion of patients ooming 
to the clinio voluntarily.4 
lHitchcook, op. oit., p. 13 
2Public Health expert and at that time oonnected with 
Columbia University, College ofPhysieians and Surgeons. 
3As recommended by, the National Committee following 
the earlier surveys (See Chapter III) 
4Haven Emerson, M. D., and Anna O. Phillips, Hospitals 
and Health .A.genoies of Louisville! 1924, (Louisville: 
Community Chest, 1925) pp. 57-62 
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Dr. Emerson believed that 
The significanoe of behavior problems in the 
community oan only beoome a matter of general communi-
ty knowledge through a. generally diversified. program 
of publioeduoation. The axtent to whioh this is being 
realized is shown by the groups for which the Clinio is 
developing effective educational progress in this field 
•••• As a oenter f rom which pra.ctical suggestions and 
advice are influencing the oare and education of ohildren 
in institutions and families, and from which assistance 
is made available to 'the groups de_ling with the speoial 
problems of child oare. 
In the field of mental hygiene, as in other fields 
of preventive medioine, it is early diagnosis that 
brings the best results. l 
Partioipation by members of the olinic staff in oonfer-
ence with sooial agenoies dealing with individual and family 
problems was another important utilization of services now 
available, in Dr. Emerson's opinion. He listed eight speoi-
fic reoommendations for improvement in the treatment and pre-
vention of mental diseases in Louisville.! 
In some respects that survey had more meaning for the 
olinio group than had the earlier ones. It showed them that 
they were at least headed in the right direct ion. If they 
could proceed along indicated lines for the next few years, 
they might hope to accomplish a great deal more. 
Eaoh year saw new advances. In 1925 the clinic became 
in tereeted in the pre-school child, reoognizing tha. t a. t this 
a.ge the phySical, sooial and me utal development was of utmost 
lIbid., p. 59 
2To be disoussed in Chapter V as they pertain more 
to relationship between the Clinic and Louisville City 
Hospital. 
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importance, forming the basis for subsequent adolesoent and 
adult life~ Although the Clinic was primarily created to 
serve the needs of the social,agencies, there was now a 
widening out of focus. Their activities were not confined 
to this objective alone. 
Clinioal technique was gradually modified in approach to 
problems. All'this was taking place so slowly as to be almost 
unrecognized by the staff itself. One of the chief indices of 
of the change was the intenSity of work done with each dndi-
vidual patient, in 'e~ms of analysis of oausative factors 
and treatment outlined in each case. 
While Dr. O'Brien continued to spend 80me time each year 
with the educational program, he was convinced by 1926 that 
they bad reached a turning point in the field. More and more 
the Clinic was being ask~d for concrete proo'f of what they 
could do--rather than an appreoiation of wbat a mental 
hygiene program represented. A practical demonstration of 
what was being advocated characterized the community's 
demands during the second stage of growth of understanding 
mental hygiene work. 
During 1926 two committeesl were appointed to study two 
important problems, one the possible value the Visiting 
Teacher movement might have for Louisville and the other the 
training of the feeble-minded both in schools and institutions. 
lChairmen were Mrs. Stanley Newhall and Mrs. Carl 
Wilson, respectively. 
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This aotion was taken beoause the EXeoutive Committee felt it 
oould broaden its eduoational program by more extensive aotiv-
ities. Heretofore the ohief interest of the Sooiet.y for 
Mental Hygiene had been oonoentrated in developing the 
Psyohologioal Clinio. Sinoe that now seemed established on a 
sound foundation, the Sooiety bega~ to turn toward making a 
1 larger oontribution to LoUisville. 
The following year (1927) the Clinio ran into finanoial 
diffioulties. The budget was still the smallest of any like 
olinio in the oountry, yet it seemed impossible to oarry on 
a program unless additional :personnel were seoured. Miss 
Crounse had returned to the stafr but it was thought that 
wi th an t1800 cut in budget for 1927", this would mean oarry-
ing ou with only one sooial worker. Dr. O'Brien saw the need 
for an assistant full-time psyohiatrist if they were to oon-
tinue meeting the oommunity demands for information relative 
to mental hygiene and at the same time the requests for 
Clinio servioes. 3 
" lAnnual Report of the PSiCh010giCal Clinio, 
(Januar,r 1, 1926 - Deoember 31, 926), p. 3 
2Miss Crounse, ohief social worker, had left to accept 
a similar pOSition in st. Louis for a temporary period. Sev-
eral months later Miss Irene Milliken came to the Clinio as 
assistant psychiatric sooial worker. A Smith College Sohool 
of Social Work graduate, she had worked with Dr. Herman Adler 
at the Institute for Juvenile Researoh in Chioago and proved 
to be a real addition. 
3Annual Report of the PS!OhOlogioal Clinio, 
(Januar.y 1, 1921 - Deoember 31, 927) p. 4 
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There was a request to make an intensive study of a 
group of pre-school children to demonstrate the importance of 
preparing the child for school and of careful study of him, 
pbysically and mentally, during the first few years of school 
life. A second study was requested of the behavior problems 
of children referred by the Public Health Nursing Association 
from their Baby Clinics. It was not considered possible to 
carry these out the following year. With the limited person-
nel the quality of work done would suffer severely if the 
staff spread itself too thin. 
It is not surprising that Dr. O'Brien was somewhat dis-
couraged during 1928. In taking inventor,y of the year's work 
he pointed out that the Clinic was able to examine a great 
many more patients than they could treat. l It behooved them 
to have a good and efficient working relationship with the 
other case working agencies. One plan set forth was the 
Board of Directors' request to the Family Service Organization 
to assign at least one of their workers for a minimum period 
of six months to the Clinic, for special training in the field 
of mental hygiene. This plan was inaugurated with the hop. 
that it would help the worker in carrying eases co-operatively 
wi th the Clinic and also make he r more valuable to her own 
agency.2 Individual talks to groups were cut down during 1928 
lAnnual Report of the pSiehOlOgiCal Clinic, 
(Januar,y 1, 1928 - December 31,928), p. 1 
2 Ibid., p. 2 
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and a new series of discussion groups, consisting o~ ~rom four 
to eight round tables, was put into effect. 
When the University of Louisville Medical School began -
the achool year in September, 1928, a new project was under-
taken by the clinic which was to have far-reaching results in 
later years. Dr. O'Brien gave one hour a day to the Junior 
Medical Student~ assigned to the Psychopathic Wards of the 
City Hospital. It was felt that this teaching had possibili-
ties for developing of the preventive aspect of mental disease, 
if these young men could go out into their respective communi-
ties in another year or two armed with a better understanding 
of human conduct. Also there was growing a more intensive 
and co-operative relationship between the Pediatrios Depart-
ment and the Department o~ Psychiatry at the City Hospital. 
In December, 1929, Dr. O'Brien wrote as follows: 
The chief concern of the Louisville Psychological 
Clinic is the study, understanding, treatment and con-
servation of mental health. To accomplish this end there 
must be proper evaluation of the intluences,--hereditary, 
physical, environmental, and those growing out of human 
relationships,--that playa part in the fashioning of 
each individual. Experience gained in this phase of 
medicine, during the last decade especially, has demon-
strated the frequenoy with which mental health or mental 
deViations in adult life have had their 'beginnings in 
ohildhood. For this reason the Clinic, although striv-
ing to help solve the personal and social problems of 
grown-ups, concerns itself particularly with the problems 
of ohildhood, realizing that it is here chiefly that real 
preventive work may be accomplished. l 
This paragraph seems to sum up the aim and focus of ths 
Clinic at the threshold of the 1930's. 
Clinic, 
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Among the special studies undertaken in the closing year 
of the 1920-1930 decade was a new project concerning the 
staff's activities. For two years the clinic had gathered 
data in an effort to gain a better understanding of What their 
staff was doing, both from the angle of clinic administration 
and the technical evaluation of clinic problems. Also in 1929 
a stud3 was made of a group of sixty-two children referred to 
the Clinic and found to possess superior intellectual endow-
ment. It was felt the numbers were too few to permit any 
generalizations but two conclusions were reached: 1) the 
broken home and 2) insufficiently challenging school work 
were the most frequent conditions associated with the behavior 
problems presented by these children. Two surveys were made, 
one of the mothers and babies at the Susan Speed Davis Home 
at the reque.st of the Family and Child Welfare Council of the 
Community Chest, and the other at the Home of the Innocents. 
The first resulted in two recommendations,--that a speCial 
worker be engaged to handle the problems connected with ille-
gitimacy and that a special advisory committee be appointed. 
The second study, made at the request of Mr. William stoll, 
President of the Community Chest, recommended that the nursery 
be consolidated with the Episcopal Reoeiving Home, as previous-
ly suggested. 
A Pre-School Clinic was established during 1929 by the 
Public Health Nursing Association at the request of the Parent-
Teacher Assooiation of the Shawnee School. It w.as conducted 
by Dr. James W. Bruce, Pediatrician, and the Psychological 
Clinic co-operated closely in the projeot. Mental health 
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problems were disoussed with the mother eaoh time the ohild 
visited the new olinio. 
FQr the first time an offioial administrative relation-
ship was set up between the olinio and the Board o:f Eduoation. 
The Bureau of Researoh, the Attendanoe Department, the prinoi-
pals and teaohers of the publio sohools, and the Clinio mutu-
ally benefitted because duplioation of work was eliminated 
and more oo-operative planning was Possible. l 
Dr. O'Brien oontinued to give one hour a day to work on 
the Psyohopathio Wards of the City HosPital. 2 Members of the 
Junior olass of the Medioal Sohool were assigned in groups of 
-twel ve for a period of about one month. The work on the wards 
was oonsidered eduoational,<d.iagnostio and therapeutio. 
Branohing out in his work at the City Hospital, Dr~ O'Brien 
3 also ~ve servioe to the Department of Pediatrios. 
lIn July, 1922, the Board of Eduoation oame forth with 
a repoJ,:'t ot the new "Bureau of Eduoational Measuremnts". This 
seems to be the part of the oltl Psyohologioal Lab ora tory set-up 
too t was to remain under the publio sohool ,ystem and whioh 
later Was to beoome the present "Bureau of Researoh". Bryan w. 
Hartley, Assistant Superintendent of the Board of Eduoation, 
and Miss Mary L. Patriok were the joint Direotors of the new 
Bureau. Their work was pretty muoh a oontinuation of what 
Miss Raoe had done in previous years under the old system. 
...... '~"""""!'" 
2This arrangement was made possible through the oo-opera-
tion of Dr. W. E. Gardner, Professor of Psyohiatr,y, Dr. H. B. 
Soott, Assistant Professor, and the approval of Dr. John Walker 
Moore, Chief Medioal Offioer, as well as the permission of the 
Board of Direotors of the Louisville Sooiety for Ment~l HYgiene. 
3At the request of Dr. Philip F. Barbour, . Professor 
of Pediatrios at the Medioal Sohool (and a member of the Board-
of Direotors of the Sooiety for Mental Hygiene). 
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He gave one period to eaoh group of medioal students as they 
rotated through the Pediatrios servioe. Personality devia-
tions and behavior problems were disoussed following the 
histol1y-taking and physioal examination of the ohild. 
Because the Community Chest did not reach its quota in 
1929 the Clinic was obliged to make an adjustment in budget. 
Eaoh member of the staff was asked to take one month's extra 
vacation without salary. Miss Crounse, ohief sooial worker, 
left at the middle of the year to take a new position with a 
similar olinio set-up in New Orleans; Miss. Madeleine Lay 
Joined the staff in her stead. l 
In seven years, however, there were only four ohanges 
in personnel. Mr. John Patterson Currie, the first psyoholo-
gist, left after three years to seoure his Ph. D. degree at 
Harvard. Miss Ula Strader who suooeeded him for the next 
three years left to be married. Then Miss Crounse and Miss 
Milliken left after five years and two years, respeotively, 
with the Clinio. It was felt that this was one reason it 
had been possible to oarry on a definite program with contin-
Uity and establish the work of the olinic in the community. 
At the annual meeting of the Louisville SOCiety for 
Mental Hygiene, held in January, 1930, Dr. O'Brien brought 
forth the proposal that a state organization for the promo-
tion of mental health be established to broaden the work of 
lMiss Pauline B. Hitchoock came as assist~nt to Miss 
Lay in the fall. taking the position left vacant by Miss 
Irene Milliken's decision to take up the study of medicine at 
the University of Chicago. 
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the Clinio. It was pOinted out that Louisville was the only 
city in the state doing oonstructive and preventive mental 
hygiene work. There were many problems in the state of a 
mental hygiene oharaoter tHat needed study and attention from 
the proper authorities. He thought the logioal place to begin 
was with the Louisville Sooiety for Mental Hygiene, sinoe this 
body possessed both the interest and the experience neoessary 
to found such a sooiety. The establiShment of suoh a state 
organization would not only be the means of meeting inoreas-
ing demands on the Louisville olinic but also would be able 
to cope more thoroughly with the influences whioh oreate 
mental inoompetents. Dr. O'Brien indioated that practioally 
every case handled by the Clinio during 1929 was a potential 
threat to the safety of society and the individual conoerned. l 
In April, 1930, Mayor William B. Harrison announoed the 
appointment of a delegation2 to represent Louisville at the 
First International Congress on Mental HYgiene to be held 
from May 5-10, in Washington, D. C. A general invitation had 
been reoei ved from Pres.ident Eerbert Roover, honorary presi-
• dent of the Congress. This meeting was the first step toward 
organization of world-wide interest in the prevention and 
lA Society for Mental HYgiene was established at 
Lexington, Kentuoky, later in 1930 and it was hoped that out 
of the oombined endeavor of the Louisville group and the new 
Lexington body, a State Sooiety might be developed. 
2The group included Dr. O'Brien as Chairman, Dr. W. E. 
Gardner, Mrs. John L. Woodbury, President of the Louisville 
Sooiety for Mental Hygiene, and Mrs. Ben C. Frazier and Mr. 
Walter Hughes, members of the Board of Direotors of the Clinio. 
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oure of mental diseases and n6rVOUS disorders. It was look-
ed upon as the most important meeting since the establishment 
of Mental HYgiene as a soienoe. Dr. O'Brien was a member of 
the national committee whioh sponsored and planned'the 
Congress. l 
The annual meeting of the olinio held in Deoember, 1930, 
marked the end of the first ten year period for the Louisville 
Sooiety far Mental HYgiene. Changes had taken plaoein the 
interpretation of what a psyohologioal (mental hygiene or 
ohild guidanoe) clinio's funotion should be, as well as actual 
ohanges in the olinio program. 
As pointed out in Chapter III, in the first tew years 
of the c1inic's existenoe (following the inoeption of the 
Louisville Sooiety for Mental HYgiene) its ohief conoern was 
for the feeble-minded and to a lesser degree for the superior 
ohild. It also strove to be of assistanoe to the state insti-
tutions, both in securing information and supervising disoharg-
ed patients. Later it beoame evident that the looal oommunity 
was in real need of help with its psyohiatrio problems. Edu-
oational work and publioity naturally followed next, in order 
to enlist the understanding and support of the interested and 
thinking people of the community. In a clinioal way the work 
oame to stress more the remedial and preventive aspeots, to 
meet the problems of the oase working agenoies of Louisville. 
Technioally the work improved with the years as the personnel 
lLouisville Herald, April 27, 1930. 
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beoame more aware of their problems and more analytioal of 
their efforts. They kept }aoe with the standards of other 
similar olinios throughout the oountry.l 
The Commonwealth Fund, aoting upon the advio~ of the 
National Committee for Mental HYgiene, granted a traveling 
soholarship in 1930 to Miss Ulvin, the Clinio psyohologist. 
It enabled her to visit several other olinios throughout the 
oountry, all expenses paid, and seemed to be another indioa-
tion of growing confidenoe Whioh the national groups were 
putting in the Louisville olinio. 2 From 1925 through 1930 
Miss Mary Augusta Clark, ohief statistioian for the Common-
wealth Fund, used the figures as supplied by the olinio in 
making statistical analyses of the aotivities of olinios. 
These various reoognitions were of definite value when one 
lAt the end of- the year 1930 the staff oonsisted of 
Dr. O'Brien, Medioal Direotor, Miss Genette Ulvin, P~yoholo­
gist, Miss Madeleine Lay, Chief of Sooial Service, Miss Pauline 
B. Hitchcook, Assistant Social Worker, and Mrs. Helyn Cox 
Campodonico, Clinio Manager. (Dr. O'Brien had attended the 
University of Louisville School of Medioine as a "speoial 
student" and had reoeived hi. M. D. degree in June, 1927. 
During this period his wife, Dr. Arabella O'Brien, a psyohia-
trist, oarried the major responsibility for seeing patients 
in the Clini o. ) 
2Dr• George S. Stevenson ot New York City, Dr. Ralph 
Truitt of Baltimore, Dr. Paul Schroeder of Chioago, Dr. Helen 
P. Langner of Indianapolis, Miss Elizabeth Dexter of Newark, 
New Jersey, and Miss Elizabeth Allen of Birmingham were among 
the visitors to the Clinio in 1930. Miss Mary Augusta Clark 
of the Commonwealth Fund, Miss Ethel Cawin, Institute for 
Juvenile Research, Chicago, as well as Dr. stevenson of the 
National Committee had visited the Clinic the year before. 
The olinio was also visited on oooasion by committees who 
were oonsulting various "established clinios" in oontemplation 
of the formation of similar olinios. 
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oonsiders that the Louisville olinio was one of the few in 
the oountry that was founded without the direot assistanoe of 
the National Oommittee or the Commonwealth Fund. Both groups 
naintained a~ aoti ve interest in the growth of the Clinio t 
seeking opinions and supplying suoh oomplimentary material as 
books, reports, and studies published by them. It was all 
suggestive to t~e Olinio staff that their program was now of 
suoh caliber as to be approved by those in a position to 
oorreo,tly evaluate i t. l 
Two more steps were taken before the olose of the deoade 
to develop servioe at the olinio. With two sooial workers on 
the staff it was now possible to have more frequent oonsulta-
tions with workers from other agenoies. The sec ond step was 
making an intake analysis of all patients. The latter was 
valuable. in showing that the clinic bad not been able to give 
adequate treatment to the number of patients they bad been 
examining, therefore making them a diagnostio rather than a 
treatment clinic. They planned to acoept for full study and 
treatment only those patients whose problems could be treated 
most effectively by the organization as set up. This required 
a reorganization of the plan of olinic administration as it 
related to patients and helped in deciding which patients 
should receive intensive study and those that required only 
limited service. While no application was rejected by the 
lAnnual Report of the PSiCh010giCal Clinic, 
(eTanuary !, !930 -December $1,930) p. 3 
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olinio if it was felt they oould be of any assistanoe in the 
oase, due to the pressure of work the social agencies had 
oome to refer only the most serious or urgent cases. In time 
it was decided to reject certain applications so that those 
cases already examined might be given more treatment. l 
No aocurate record was kept of the eduoational work done 
during the first three years, 1920-22. But in the next seven 
years 831 talks, and addresses were delivered to approximately 
19,861 people, before state and national organizations as 
well as looal groups. In discussing. the growth of eduoation-
al work for the period 1920-1930, Dr. O'Brien pointed out 
that for three years (1928-29-30) he had given one hour a day 
on the two Psychopathic Wards of the City Hospital for bed-
side training of medioal students and internes. The results 
were beginning to show in 1930. There was a marked increase 
in the number ot referrals to the Clinic and requests for 
consultations by these students when they in turn became 
internes and by the internes when they went to other services 
in the hospital. They began to observe and recognize, as of 
psyohiatrio ooncern, many patients who manifested only .slight 
mental deviations. Dr. Gardner and Dr. Soott, as members of 
the visiting statf, were responsible for the suaoess of this 
part of the alinia program, Dr. O'Brien felt. 
Although numerous requests were made for surveys to be 
IDuring the ten year period (1920-30) 4,669 individ-
uals were studied olinically. 
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conducted by the Clinio, limited personnel and lack of time 
prevented more than a tew being undertaken. -During this ten 
year period the following surveys were made: l 
Parental Home Sohool 
Partial survey of Louisville Industrial Sohool 
Louisville Baptist Orphanage 
Orphanage of the Good Shepherd 
Presbyterian Orphanage 
Ballard Scliool 
Christian Widows and Orphans Home 
Hikes Graded Sohool, Bueohel, Kentuc~ 












-- Home ot the Innooents 
-- Kindergarten olass, Calvary Point Community Center 
A study of the statement of the different budgets received 
from the Community Chest for these tew years showed little in-
orease during the latter five years:2 
1919 $1,248.00 1925 $14,420.58 
1920 2,563.00 1926 1",,422.52 
1921 2,279.19 1927 14,311.10 
1922 4,996.00 1928 15,863.43 
1923 9,920.33 1929 -- 16,056.71 1924 -- 11,713.54 1930 16,207.67 
If the servioe of the olinio was to be extended it was 
felt that some additional inoome souroe must be found. The 
exeoutive Board of the Clinio made rather oonservative budget 
requests, yet the demand for servioe was inoreasing. 3 
The year 1931 was a time of great activity and many 
ohanges for the Clinio. They reoeived $1200 in April trom 
the Commonwealth Fund toward an operating budget. Without 
this assistance the Clinio would have had to reduce its 
lReport of the Direotor of the Psyohologioal Clinio, 
OPe oit., p. 5 
2Ibid ., p. 6 
3Ibid ., p. 6 









personnel and deorease its servioes. The Community Chest 
Drive bad ~ailed to reaoh its quota and so reduoed the Clinio's 
grant ~or 1931.1 
About this time the Board of Education of New York City 
allotted $100, 000 ~or the development of a new depa.rtment, a 
behavior olinic ~or the public schools. Dr. O'Brien was asked 
to aocept the position o~ Assistant Direotor at a salary of 
$10,000 a year, beginning on Ootober ~irst. This announoement 
brought a storm of protest ~rom oommuni~y leaders and sooial 
workers in LouisVille. Calling attention to the importanoe 
of the Clinio to the continued advanoement o~ education and 
publio welfare, they addressed communications to the Board 
of Trade, the UniverSity of Louisville, and the Medical 
Sohool, requesting them to take such aotion as was deemed 
2 necessary to stay the pending resignation o~ Dr. O'Brien. 
It was ~elt that even though a oompetent suooessor to Dr. 
O'Brien oould be secured, a ohange at this time might prove 
a'serious set-baok. 3 
This attitude and response was partly attributable to 
the new plans under disoussion for the psyohiatrio training 
lLouisville Herald, April 5, 1931 
2These ,communioations were over the Signatures of 
Mr. H. N. Bloom, president of the Adler Manufaoturing Company, 
Mr. A. E. Howell, 'director of Field Work at the Louisville and 
Je~ferson County Children'S Home, and Miss Harriet Anderson,-
representing a group of some forty oommunity people and sooial 
workers. 
3LoUisville Courier-Journal, July 16. 1931 
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of the medioal students of the University. The Psyohologioal 
Clinio and the Medioal Sohool were then oonsidering suoh a 
plan and both the Commonwealth Fund and the Rookefeller 
Foundation had evinoed interest in the matter, to the point 
of oonsidering help with the finanoing of the program. l 
The sooial welfare agenoies were objecting to t~e 
possible resignation of Dr. O'Brien on the grounds that the 
Clinio had done muoh toward thB advanoement of sooial work 
in all its fields. The assistanoe reoeived by them in rehabil-
itating those olients who had developed personal and mental 
diffioulties, (partioularly as the result of unemployment 
and its wake most recently) was considered invaluable. 
However, Dr. O'Brien,notified the Board of Direotors of 
the Clinio in September that he was leaving to acoept the 
new position with the New York City schools, effective October 
first. Thereupon a committee was appointed by Dr. James Bruce, 
chairman of the Board, to seek a successor to Dr. O'Brien. 
(The Louisville chapter of the Amerioan Assooiation of Social 
Workers passed a resolution praising the work of Dr. O'Brien 
2 and again urging that he be retained in Louisville. ) 
On September 24~ 1931, the Community Chest approved plans 
for an agreemel;lt between the Psychological Clinio and the 
University of Louisville School of Medicine. The agreement 
lIbid. 
2LoUisville Courier-Journal, September 5, 1931 
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was approved by the "Committee of the Louisville Society for 
Mental HYgiene"l on September 30, and finally by the "Committee 
of Boa.rd of Trustees of the University of Louisville,,2 on 
October 2. It read as follows: 
The Board of Directors of the Louisville Society for 
Mental HYgiene of the Community Chest and Board of Trustees 
of the University of Louisville, reoognizing the mutual 
advantages to aoorue to eaoh institution by the plan of 
co-operation between the Clinic and the University of 
Louisville Sohool of Medioine hereby make the following 
agreement: 1) The University shall reoommend to Boa.rd 
of Direotors of the LouisVille Society for Mental HYgiene 
of the Community Chest for appointment the personnel of 
the clinic; 2) The personnel shall be a. vailable not .only 
for the clinic program, but also for clinioal service, 
researoh, instruction and education of the students of 
the Medical School of the University of Louisville along 
the lines of psychiatry in its broadest sense; 3) The 
budget for this department derived from the Community 
Chest or any source shall be expended in aocordance with 
the policy in effect in the School of Medicine university 
of Louisville; 4) There shall be a standing committee of 
four for the purpose of promoting harmonious and efficient 
conduct of the clinic. This committee is to be composed 
of two members selected by the Boards of each institution. 
This committee shall report to their respective boards all 
necessary recommendations; 6) The Community Chest bas 
supported the Psyohological Clinic of the Louisville 
Society for Mental HYgiene for a number of years and will 
continue to support as it can, but feels that it should 
not be a part of its program indefinitely. The university 
desires to develop its department of psychiatry in its 
broadest sense but is not able to assume its support at 
the present time. All parties believe the present 
personnel cannot be reduced without impairment to the 
necessary service now being rendered by the SOCiety, but 
that this should be supported out of public funds rather 
than from private subscriptions and the parties agree to 
endeavor to secure such public support from the city or 
otherwise if and as the· Community Chest may feel constrain-
ed to withdraw its support. 3 
lArticles of Agreement, on file at Community Chest, 
(material typewritten) 1931, p. 1 
2Ibid ., p. 1 
3 I bid., p. 1 
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Nationally,about this period there was an 1ncreasing 
tendency on the part of psychological clinics to affiliaie 
with colleges and universities and to provide both teaching 
and training for professional staff. The effects ,of the 
depression were beginning to be felt in the early 1930's and 
the grave problem of how to finance clinios with budget re-
duct'ions, etc. led to the closing of some clinics. At the 
same time medical schools and hospitals were stimulating 
greater co-operation between psychologioal olinics and 
pediatricians in solving mutual problems. 1 
The 1930 White House Conference, in the section on 
"Psychology and Psychiatry in Pediatrics", stressed the role 
of the physician--and especially the pediatrician--as educa-
tor, ~ith a de~inite contribution to make toward mental 
'2 health and well-being. 
In 1929 the organized Mental Hygiene Movement had marked 
its twentieth birthday. noting that in those twenty years 
great changes had occurred in the form and content of mental 
hygiene. As conceived by Clifford Beers and his associates 
it began more as a reform effort designed to correct evils 
in institutions for the care of the insane. Later the pre-
ventive possibilities were sensed and stressed. By the end 
lGeorge s. stevenson, M. D. t "Psychiatric: Clinics for 
Children", Social Work Year Boot, ed. by Fred S. Hall, (New 
York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1933), p. 377 
2Lawrence K. Frank, "Childhood and Youth", Recent 
Social Trends in the United states, (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Co., 1933) II, p. 765 
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of the second decade the chief concern was not merely with 
the serious disorders of the mind but also with those milder 
forms of mental disorder which do not interrupt the function-
ing of the individual in the community but threaten his abili-
ty to function happily and effectively. 
The National Committee for Mental HYgiene, as bas been 
pOinted out, began on a national scale but soon saw the need 
of looal interests so the establishment of state societies 
was encouraged. By the end of the 1920 l s there were twenty-
four state societies in existence, all independent and financ-
ed locally, but having close rapport with national headquarters 
1 to insure uniformity, professional standards, etc. 
During the years 1920-30 on the national scene one finds 
a great growth of interest in Mental HYgiene in sohools and 
colleges, and the use of speoially trained psychiatrists for 
helping with student maladJustment problems. Fourteencolleges 
in 1929 bad full or part-time psyohiatrists. Yale was the best 
equipped with four full-time psychiatrists and one psychiatric 
social worker. In schools individual' differences were being 
recognized in children. The growth in the use of mental tests 
and measurements, especially following the last war, oan be 
traced statistioally. Under 500,000 blanks were used in 
1919-1920 while in 1930-1931 over 5,000,000 tests and measure-
ment blanks were used in schools.Z 
lGeorge K. Pratt, "Mental HYgiene", Social Work Year 
Book, ed. by Fred S. Hall, (New York: Russe!l Sage Foundation, 
~), p. 265 
2Frank, OPe cit., p. 780 
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In 1923 only 45 sohool systems in the United states inoluded 
researoh departments and used testing in their work, while 
in 1931 there were 157 suoh bureaus. Work between ohild 
guidanoe olinios and publio sohools inoreased"as visiting 
teaohers were added to sohool systems and saw the need for 
asking advioe of the olinios and having consultations on 
problem oases. 
As a result of the Commonwealth Fund's five year program 
(as outlined in Chapter I) aims were olarified, standards of 
training for olinio staffs were impro,ved, and there was better 
balanoe within the clinic organization, with more intelligent 
and infonaed community partioipation in the work. l Sinoe 1927 
the ohild guidance mov'ement had continued under its own momen-
tum. Techniqu"s were refined, training oenters became more 
numerous. and new affiliations were established in indi vidual 
oommunities as well as in the national agenoies. 
To supply the new demands for per~onnBl a number of 
fellowships were awarded for training in psyohiatry, to 
properly qualified applioants, by the National Committee for 
Mental Hygiene through grants from the Rookefeller Foundation 
and Commonwealth Fund. 2 There were 20 suoh fellowships 
awarded in 1929, for example, besides a number of others for 
training in psyohiatrio sooial work and psyohology, given 
lStevenson, OPe oit., p. 338 
2S1dnor H. Walker, "Sooial Work", Reoent Sooial Trends 
in the United states, (New York: MoGraw-Hiii Co., 19Z3) II, 
p. 1185 
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through the Commonwealth Fund with opportunities for praotioal 
experienoe. By 19~2 there were between 600 and 700 psyohiat-
rio sooial workers in the oountry.l The Commonwealth FUnd 
published a list of some 593 psyohiatrio olinios, 'from trav-
elling olinios giving intermittent part-time servioe to well 
staffed full-time olinics. 
Legislation in' the field dealt ohiefly with providing 
better faoilities and authorizing state departments and state 
hospitals for the improved care of the mentally ill. state 
government programs began to acoept mental hygiene ooncepts 
2 into their thinking and reorganized their programs. 
During the next decade in the history of the Louisville 
olinic, progress continued to be made in the newest area, 
namely the psyohiatrio teaching of medioal students. With a 
change in directors there was a new view-point introduced. 
By centralizing the work of mental hygiene and psychiatry it 
was hoped the problems of the community would be better met. 
10f these 364 belonged to the Amerioan Assooiation of 
Psychiatric Social Workers. 
2Stevenson, OPe ci t •• P L .. ~367 
CHAPTER V 
THE MENTAL HYGIENE CLINIC, 1932-43 
CHA.P.rER V 
Following the merger of five Kentucky medical schools 
1 
in 1908, the present University of Louville School of 
Medicine was formed. Among the professors appointed that 
year were two AdJunct Professors of Mental and Nervous 
D ' 2 lseases. Their work came under the Division of Medioine, 
Neurology and Physical Diagnosis and oonsisted of lectures 
dealing primarily with neurological matter. First mention 
of Psychiatry as suoh occurred with the appointmen t, of 
Dr. W. E. Gardner as "Leoturer on Psychiatry" in 1913. He 
gave a course of 32 lectures a year to Senior Medioal students. 
From here on the work progressed steadily. By 1915 
3 another lecturer had been added to the faculty and the stu-
dents were visiting Lakeland Hospital for the Insane for 
bedside instruotion. In 1920 Dr. Gardner was made Adjunct 
Professor and the staff had grown to include three psychia-
trists. Ward walks on the Psyohopathio wards of thB City 
lThese were: The Medical Department of the University 
of Louisville; The Kentucky School of Medicine; The Louisville 
Medical College; The Hospital College of Medicine; and The 
Medical Department of Kentucky University. 
2Dr• Cuthbert Thompson and Dr. John J. Moren 
3Dr• Milton Board 
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Hospital were inaugurated in 1923 and the work was being 
done under the title "Neurology and Psyohiatry". In 1927 
the department of Neurology and Psyohiatry was eli vided into 
the two speoialties. ~r. Gardner was then made the first 
full Professor of Psyohiatry and head of the Department of 
Psy ohia try. 1 
By this time the "dioal Sohool was feeling the need of 
full time instruotion in psyohiatry. In 1929 the first men-
tion of suoh a reoommendation was made. Dean John Walker 
Moore thought the time Dr. O'Brien w~s then oontributing, 
(as a part-time Assistant), one to one and a half hours 
dai~y, was far short of the required needs of the depart-
ment. 2 Dean Moore urged the absorption of the Clinio by 
the ~epartment of Psyohiatry. 
Psyohiatry by then was beginning to oocuPY a prominent 
plaoe in eduoational circles. It was not only oonsidered a 
very important specialty in medioine but a fundamental know-
ledge of the subject was essential to the general praotioe 
of medioine. 3 In the medioal profession mental hygiene had 
met with prejudioe and lack of understanding at first, The 
adjustment of the whole individual was not seen as important 
lWhich position he still holds (1944) 
2Arinual Rep9rt, submitted by Dean of School of 
Medicine, 1929-30, p. 13 
3Annual Report, submitted by Dean of Sohool of 
Medicine, 1930-31, p. 17 
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oompared wi th the f'unotioning of' any one part. Medioal 
sohools until 1925 at least had not taken the responsibility 
f'or providing enou.gh psyohiatrio and psyohologioal baok-
ground in their ourrioulum to make the students intelligently 
informed regarding mental hygiene problems. l 
In tmue with the times, the Louisville leaders in the 
f'ield set about faoing their situation. While the needs of' 
the teaohing program on the one hand demanded oonsideration, 
the ourtailment of' the olinio due to the growing eoonomio 
depreseion oaused grave doubt about its f'uture. A number of 
informal meetings were held by representatives of the Medioal 
Sohool, Community Chest, and Psyohologioal Clinio to discuss 
plans. In addition, Dr. Haven Emerson paid a brief visit to 
Louisville in Februar.y, 1931, and made some reoommendations 
to supplement .nis 1924 survey.2 At that time (1924) he had 
said there was a need for na more definitely organized rela-
tionship between the Psyohologioal Clinio and the City 
Hospital, espeoially the Psyohopathic Ward and the Pediatric 
3 Clinic. u In 1931 he went a step further and recommended 
that the Psyohologioal Clinic of the Community Chest be 
taken over by the Department of Psyohiatry of the Medioal 
Sohool and that the Sooiety for Mental HYgiene henceforth 
1 . Jessie Taft, Ph. D., TfMental Hygiene and Sooial 
Work"., Sooial Aspeots of' Mental Hygiene, (New Haven: Yale 
UniverSity Press, 1925), p. 126 
2Refer to Chapter IV, p. 64 
3Emerson and Phillips, OPe oit., p. 62 
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ooncern itself with eduoational work. l 
When the University was offioially approaohea oonoern-
ing the advisability of suoh aotion it requested the Health 
Oouncil of the Community Chest to make a study of the Clinio. 
From the findings, the Medioal Sohool authorities felt that 
the addition of the "Olinio to the Department of Psyohiatr.1 
2 seemed not only logical but desirable. With this arrange-
ment they thought it possible to bring to the hospital wards, 
inoluding medioine, surgery, pediatrios, and obstetrios, 
oonsultants highly trained in "sooial pathology. rr It would 
also be the means of offering to medioal students and 
internes a oomprehensive study of psyohiatry in its broadest 
3 sanse. 
From the standpoint of the Olinic as a Community Chest 
member agenoy, there were oertain advantages aooruing from 
the pending affiliation. The Chest had finanoed the work 
of the Clinic from its beginning. But as material relief in 
the oommunity beoame more and more neoessary, ways and means 
of seouring additional help for the maintenanoe of the Clinio 
were disoussed. In the early days of the depression the 
Chest expended large sums for direot relief. 4 
lAnnualReport, submitted by Dean of School of 
Medioine, 1931-32, p. 6 
2 Ibid., p. 6 
3Ibid ., p. 6-7 
4It later beoame neoessary to seoure subsidies from 
the oity and oounty governments to supplement the relief 
needs. 
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There was inevitably an unusual strain placed upon all pri-
vate agencies. The condition was national as well as looal. 
An attempt was made to keep C~est agenoies alive wherever 
possible to maintain construotive community servioes. l 
Many Chest supported mental hygiene clinics went out 
of existence throughout the oountry during the early years 
of the depression. Therefore, when the same orisis desoend-
ed upon the Louisville clinio it seemed advisable to affil-
iate with the Medical School and it was hoped that the 
University would take over more and more of the clinio 
budget as time went on. 2 
Dr. Raymond A. Kent, as President of the university of 
Louisville, therefore announoed in October, 1931, that the 
Medioal Sohool would shortly assume the administration of 
the Psychological Clinic.3 The next problem was that of 
finding a new director for the olinio who would also be 
director of the Psychiatric D~partment at the City Hospital 
as well as serve as Assooiate Professor of Psychiatry on the 
Medical School faoulty. In other words his was to be a 
three-oornered Job: (1) director of the Mental F-ygiene Clinic 
for· children and adults with emphasis largely on prevention 
lM;rS. Louise Wood, "The Development of Social Welfare 
in Louisville", Oouncil of Social Agencies, October. 1942. 
(Talk before Junior teague Provisional Members. ) 
2Talk given before· Board of Direotors of Mental 
Hygiene Clinic, February 9, 1943, by Dr. Spafford Aokerly, 
Direotor. 
3LoUisville Courier-Journal, Ootober 11, 1931 
'," 
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and correction; this would neoessitate training in the field 
of child guidanoe; (2) direotor of the Psyohopathio Wards, 
whioh would require training and praotice in formal psychi-
atr,y; and (3) Assooiate Professor of Psyohiatry, to help with 
the teaohing of medical students. 
In April, ,,1932, plans were announoed that the Clinic 
woUld soon move to the newly remodele4 building at 610 So. 
Floyd street, adjoining Children's Free Hospital and owned 
by them. l This step was taken on June 15th and shortly after-
ward the name of the clinic was changed to its present title 
of Mental HYgiene Clinio. Dr. John Walker Moore, as Dean of 
the Medical School, announced that the newly appointed direc-
tor, Dr. Spafford Ackerly, would assume his duties on July 
first. 
Dr. Aokerly was a graduate of Wesleyan University where 
he received h~s A. 13. degree, and Yale University Sohool of 
Medicine. After doing post-graduate work in the United 
States for several years, he studied abrQad at the Uhiversity 
of Vienna and Queen's Square Hospital in London. Upon his 
return to this country he was assooiated with Yale University 
Institute of Human Relations as Researoh Assooiate where he 
won recognition for researoh in the field of behavior, person-
ality and oonduct disorders. Furthermore, he had had experi-
enoe in the various fields whioh the new position demanded. 
lLoUi~ville aourier~Journal, APril 20, 1932 
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When Dr. Aokerly began his duties in Louisville he found 
a well established mental hygiene olinio with an exoellent 
tradition of oommunity servioe. There had been additional 
changes in personnel the last yearl and th~se staff members 
likewise were new to their job. But for the most part the 
Clinic was running on suoh a basis that he oould turn his 
major a ttention to the development of a teaohing program at 
the Medioal School as well as to improving and enlarging the 
Psyohiatrio service at the City Hospital. 
To assist him in the work Dr. Ackerly had a Resident in 
Psychiatry, a Senior and a Junior Interne in Psyohiatry, as 
well as the rest of the Clinio staff. It was planned first 
of all to revamp the entire currioulum in order to give the 
, 
medical s\t.denta a foundation neoessary to grasp the signifi-
. 2 
canee of the advanoed work in psychiatry. The Medical 
School authorities felt that there was no better way of build-
ing up standards of psyohiatrio praotioe in a community than 
3 by an organized method of training doctors in that community. 
Past experience in other departments of the Medioal School 
had shown that when three to four years speoial work was 
offered to the resident staff, the oommunity in turn profited 
lChief of Sooial Service was Miss Mildred Midnight; 
assistant psychiatrio social worker was Miss Sybil F. Sheldon. 
2Annual Report, submitted by Dean of School of 
Medicine, 1931-32, p. 7 
3 Ibid., p. 8 
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no less than the sohool. 
At the end of less than six months the new program was 
already taking defini te shape. 1 Junior and Senior medioal 
students were the two classes receiying formal instruction, 
lectures and clinioal demonstration. Routine home visits, 
visits to the oommunity agencies in the course of history 
taking and visits to state hospitals were now required. The 
internes on the service were also in oharge of the adult out-
patient clinic. For the first time student nurses were on 
psyohiatric servioe for part of their training. Staff con-
ferenoes were held daily on one or more cases and attended by 
medioal students, social workers, and nurses. 
For the Senior medical students to have more training 
in mental hygiene was the next big step in the teaching plans. 
Gradually, it was hoped, the ourrioulum could be modified and 
developed so as to include all four classes. Thus the student 
might receive a unit of training in psyohiatry with eaoh year's 
program leading to the next. 
As to the physioal set-up at the hospital there were a 
number of developments recommended by Dr. Ackerly. The appear-
anoe of the wards needed improving and espeoially he urged the 
building of a solarium for the patients. It was planned to 
establish an Ocoupational Therapy department as soon as 
lSpafford Aokerly, M. D., "Aotivities of the Depart-
ment of Psyohiatry, University of Louisville Sohool of 




possible. Equipment tor the dormant HYdrotherapy department 
was to tollow it tunds tor the work could be approved. Obvi-
ouely there were many a reas to be developed in due time. l 
No legal detention was require,d for any ward patient and 
2 both adults and children were being admitted. There was need 
tor better working relations with Juvenile Court so that cases 
would be reterred to the psychiatrist tor treatment. At that 
time they were being reterred but chiefly a tter commitment and 
3 
ad~ission to Ormsby Village. It was hoped also that routine 
co-operative planning with other social agencies on cases dis-
charged trom the hospital might be effected. 
By'the end ot 1933 the work at the Mental HYgiene CliniC 
had undergone some minor changes. For" example, 60% ot the 
total number of cases coming to the clinic were adults While 
the remaining 40% were children. In 1930 Just the reverse 
had been true. This was explained by the tact that during 
the depression years more adults sought advice and help trom 
lAS far back as 1924 Dr. Emerson's recommendations 
included "more adequate hospital tacilities •••• along the lines 
of hydro-therapy and electro-therapy, with a trained person in 
charge. rr He also recommended more adequate hospital tacilities 
tor observation purposes. Additional personnel needed were a 
resident psychiatrist, a psychiatric social worker, and a 
trained graduate nurse with psychiatric experience to be in 
cbarge of the wards. 
2ACkerly, OPe cit., p. 4 
3The model school for dependent and delinquent 
children for Louisville and Jefterson County 
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the Clinio. l Sooial and health agenoies oontinued to send 
the greatest humber o~ re~errals. (See Table 2--p. 97) 
Sohools in Louisville no 10n@9r sent just those ohildren o~ 
good intelligenoe who were ~ailing in sohool but also suoh 
problems as the overly shY, the overly aggressive, the hyper-
aotive, the ohild who stole or lied, or was generally malad-
justed and di~~ioult to handle in the olass-room. The work 
at the olinio inoluded physioal examinations, laboratory and 
intelligenoe tests, histor,y taking, home investigations, oon-
~erenoes, and treatment interviews. 
Sinoe there was no hospital sooial worker assigned to 
the Psyohiatrio department, medioal students made home inves-
tigations on all oases assigned and visited oommunity agenoies 
in gathering history data. There was urgent need tor a trained 
psyohiatrio sooial worker who oould supervise the students.2 
But even at that the material gathered proved to be of great 
value in helping staf~ members understand the patient and his 
home environment. It enabled the psyohiatrist to treat the 
nervous and mental patients on the wards more intelligently 
and also prepare the family for the patient's return. About 
60% of all ward oases were returning to their homes, many 
being thus saved trom institutions and in turn the oommunity 
tax payers being spared that additional burden. 
lReport of the Direotor ot the Mental Hygiene Clinio, 
1933, p. 2 
2 Ibid., p. 3 
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TABLE 2 
Sources of Referral According to Olassification of Services of 
New Accepted Oases Carried by the Louisville Mental Hygiene Clinic 
During the Year 1933 a 
Sources of Referral Total Full Service D Special Service c 
Total Adultsu Ohildrentl jI'otal Aci_ults OhlJ.dren 
Total 323 119 60 59 204 148 56 ' 
Juvenile Oourt 4 2 0 2 2 0 2 
Medical & Health 
Agencies 118 21 14 7 97 79 18 
Orphanages 6 l 0 l l:>_ 2 3 
Other 5 0 0 0 5 1 4 
Parents, Friends, 
Relatives 28 16 6 10 12 10 2 
Private Physicians 24 II b 6 13 11 2 
Schools: l5 
Public (6) 6 1 5 0 0 0 
Private (1 ) 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Unlv. of L'v. ('8 ) 2 2 0 6 5 1 
Self 11 5 5 0 6 5 1 
Social Agencies ~=hl? ____ 5i~ L_~~ _ 2B 58 35 23 --
a 
Source of data was Report of the Director of the Louisville Mental Hygiene 
Clinic, 1933, OPe cit. 
b 
Full Service: a four-fold study, including history, psychiatric study, 
psychometric testing and orientation conference; responsibility for treatment carried 
~ither by Olinic or co-operatively with referring agency. 
c 
Special Service: a case usually referred by another agency just for one inter-
view, either for a psychometric or psychiatric examination; case opened and closed with 
in the same month; short-contact case with no long time treatment plans being made. 
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From a teaching standpoint it was felt that the medical stu-
dents were learn'pg about sooial agenoies and their functions. 
As dootors it was hoped they would be able to ,work more co-
operatively in their respective oommunities in a broad pre-
ventive program and would realize the great part mental 
1 hygiene played in the publio health program. 
The Clinic and associated activities were supported b.Y 
the Community Chest, the Medical School, and the City Hospital. 
That first year under Dr. Ackerly's supervision the Chest con-
tributed something over $13,600.00 for services rendered. 
Computing figures for the resident physician, internes, nurses, 
clerical staff, routine and speoial laboratory work, the 
University and Hospital paid out a comparable proportion in 
combined outlay. 
While the Clinic proper was conducted for people who 
could not afford to pay, some were able to pay a small fee 
and preferred to do so.2 Whatever fees were oollected in 
this way were put baok into the work and used for such pur-
poses as building up the professional and ciroulating librar.f, 
buying reprints of articles published in the various journals, 
lIbid., p. 3 
2In 1923 the Executive Committee of the Louisville 
SOCiety for Mental Hygiene bad established a fee system for 
the clinic. A sliding scale was adjusted to the financial 
status of the patient; five dollars (#5.00) was the full fee 
for a complete examination, and fifty cents ($ .50) for 
follow-up vi'sits. 
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buying equipment, or used for emergenoies. l 
For the first time, at the end of the oalendar year, 1933, 
two servioe reports appeared, one for the work at the Clinio 
and the seoond oovering the work of the Psyohiatri'o servioe 
at the City Hospital. They showed perhaps more graphioally 
than anything else the soope of the work then being done. 2 
The senior medioal students were soon assigned to the 
psyohiatrio servioe to work up ~ases of the milder nervous 
oondi tions. While the work of the Juniors oontinu.e.d on the 
psyohopathio wards and they dealt with the gross manifesta-
tions, the Seniors studied the more subtle illnesses. By 
the end of 1934 adult psyohoneuroses referred from the medi-
oal and surgioal wards and behavior and personality problems 
of ohildren referred from the pediatrio servioe were assigned 
to the Senior group. The aim was not to develop psyohia-
trists, per se, but rather to arouse interest and develop 
skill in understanding hu.man relationships :.and their bearing 
on the patient·s physioal and mental state. 3 
lLater this inoluded pa,ment of professional assooia-
tion dues as a member agenoy and also transportation oosts to 
meetings outside the oity. 
2A total of 106 talks and leotures were given that 
year before the medioal students, other University of Louisville 
students, first year law students, student nurses, Parent-
Teaoher Assooiation groups, sooial workers and to the publio 
over the radio. In addition there were the daily ward rounds 
and oonferenoes held at the City Hospital and oQ.nduoted by the 
psyohiatrist and the resident in Psyohiatry_ 
aSpaffo~4 Aokerly, M. D., "Some Developments i'n 
Psyohiatrio Teaohing", Southern Medioal Journal, February, 1935, 
p. 186 
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In 1931 the Division on Psyahiatric Eduaation of the 
National Committee ~or Mental Hygiene was established to study 
and strengthen the teaching of psychiatry the country over. 
After appraising psyahiatric instruction at some sixty-eight 
medical schools (only a small percentage of which were then 
doing an acceptable Job) the Division brought various author-
ities together to work out minimum requirements for the recom-
mended aurriculum. 1 
Dr. Franklin G. Ebaugh as head of that committee read a 
paper before the Association of American Medical Colleges in 
October, 1934, in which he reported the National Committee 
findings. Of the eleven schools then listed as most nearly 
reaching the level .in the teaching of psyohiatry reoommended 
by the National Committee, the University of Louisville was 
2 one named. 
Another recognition came soon afterward in the form of 
a $2500 Commonwealth Fund Fellowship grant'. 3 In 1935 Dr. 
Oscar Hubbard was selected by the National Committee for 
INineteenth Annual Report ot the Commonwealth FUnd, 
New York, 1937, p. 30 
2 Annual Report, submitted by Dean of School of 
MediCine, 1934-35, p. 8 
3m regard to post-graduate training oenters, the 
Commonwealth Fund felt that there were too few opportunities 
for psychiatrists to learn how to treat children presenting 
symptoms ot behavior difficulties. Therefore they establish-
ed five Fellowships annually, at the Judge Baker Guidance 
Clinic in Boston, Child Guidance Clinia at Cleveland, Child 
Guidance Clinia in Los Angeles, the Philadelphia Child Guid-
anae Clinia, and the Louisville Xental HYgiene Clinic. 
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Mental HYgiene (who supervised the plaoement of Fellows) as 
the first Fellow in Child Guidanoe to be assigned to the 
Louisville Mental HYgiene Clinio. In return for teaohing he 
took some of the treatment load off the direotor's shoulders. 
At this time, Dr. Aokerly w~s promoted from Assooiate 
Professor to full Professor of Psyohiatry. 
In 1935 under the Publio Works Administration projeot 
1 plan a renovated third floor was added to the Psyohiatrio 
Department at the City Hospital, to provide for hydrotherapy, 
physiotherapy and oooupational therapy. Now patients were 
referred to the out-Patient Clinio for follow-up treatment 
~fter diagnosis and treatment plans were made on the wards. 
Two student sooial workers2 were assigned to the wards for 
their field training period of nine months and were super-
vised by the psyohiatrio sooial workers at the Mental 
3 Hygiene Clinio. By arrangement with the Kentuoky state 
Board of Nurse Examiners a training oourse for graduate 
nurses in psyohiatry was started; at the end of four months' 
regular nursing duty on the psyohopathio wards they were 
awarded a oertifioate. Some of the group went out into state 
lAt a oost of t30,OOO. 
2From Smith College School of Sooial Work. 
3Miss Ruth Mellor,a psyohiatrio sooial worker and 
graduate of the New York Sohool of Sooial Work, was now Chief 
Sooial Worker, having oome to Louisville in November, 1933 
from the Allentown (Pa.) state Hospital. 
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hospitals and private nursing where they were greatly needed. l 
A~in in 1936 the Commonwealth Fund renewed their grant 
for a Fellowship in Child GUidanoe. 2 The greatest step in 
the development of the department, following the initial 
merger of 1931, ooourred the next year when finanoial aid was 
seoured from the Commonwealth Fund "for teaohing and researoh 
purposes". The Fund had had a major interest in this field 
of medioine for several years. Their resouroes were devoted 
ohiefly to efforts to better Amerioan health. In so doing 
they saw the need of earmarking oertain funds for the promo-
tion and maintenanoe of publio health, mental as well as 
general health~ The philosophy baok of the grant to the 
University of Louisville is worthy of mention. 
Aooording to the Fund3 there is no sharp line drawn 
between oommunity servioes and education. Anyoommunity hos-
pital worthy of the name, in their opinion, exerts an eduoa-
tional influenoe on the dootors who work in it. Conversely, 
our system of medical eduoation is suoh that good teaohing 
is predioated on the existenoe of servioe agenoie.s in whioh 
training can be given. The Fund ohooses to put its money 
lS:pafford Aokerly J M. D., "Three Years .Affiliation of 
a Community Ch$$t Mental Hygiene Clinio with the Department 
of Psyohiatry in a Medioal Sohool", Southern Medioal Journal, 
May 1936, p. 527 
2Dr• L. L. Woodfin was the reoipient. Fellowships 
were awarded annually from 1935 to 1943, when interru.pted by 
World War II. 
3Nineteenth Annual Report of the Commonwealth Fund, 
New York, 1937, p. 1-4. 
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into both,-~the concrete services to be consumed at once by 
the oommunity and into the teaahing o£ men and woman whose 
intluence on the lives o£ their contemporaries cannot be 
·£oretold. Especially in the mental hygiene area the latter 
has been true, with a shi£t toward more balance on basic edu-
cation. 
Hence, the Fund in the 1930 ' s became less concerned with 
the growth o£ child guidance clinics as suchl and £ocused more 
attention on the di££icult problems grOWing out o£ the rela-
tionship o£ psychiatry and general medicine. There was a 
growing volume and variety of grants made direotly to medioal 
schools for both teaching and research. They were now also 
laying more stress on preventive medioine and on "that blend 
o£ psyohologioal insight, sooial awareness, and plain common 
sanse that goes by the name of mental hygiene and is most 
2 signifioant when guided by ps.ychiatric skill". 
As one of the eleven departments of psyohiatr.y most 
aoceptable to the National Committee, the suggestion was made 
to Dr. Ackerly and Dean Moore that the university of Louisvil~ 
apply for assistance in developing its department of pSlchiatry. 
Dr. Kent, President of the University, personally solicited 
aid by a visit to the Commonwealth Fund headquarters in Ne. 
York in the spring of 1937. FollOwing a survey of the entire 
lFollowing the suooessful demonstrations of ohild 
guidance servioe trom 1922-27. 
2Commonwealth Fund report, OPe cit., p. 4 
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sohool the Fund ap,propriated a sum of $50,000 to oarry out 
researoh in undergraduate psyohiatrio teaohing methods. The 
plan agreed upon by the University and the Fund was to extend 
over a period of seven years, beginning in 1937. 1 
The Fund was oonoerned with the teaohing of psyohiatr.1 
on two oounts; one, the need of thoroughly trained speoial-
ists who oould take responsibility for oommunity olinios 
and similar agenoies; the other, the need of "oross-fertiliza-
tion" between psyohiatry and general medioine to the end that 
physioians might see the oonneotion ,between pain and anXiety, 
emotional stress and physioal failure, and deal more oompe-
2 tently with both. 
Therefore, beginning that year, 1937, the Commonwealth 
Fund for the first time helped to strengthen a department of 
psyohiatry in an undergraduate medioal sohool, for the express 
purpose of giving students of general medioine a better grasp 
of psyohiatrio fundamentals. The sohool, of oourse, was the 
University of LoUisvilla. 3 
The Fund agreed to oarry the maximum finanoial load for 
the first three years. Thereafter the University would grad-
ually take over the burden so that at the end of the seven 
year period the Fund would be relieved of all finanoial 
Sohool 
lAnnual Report, submitted by Dean of Sohool of 
of Medioine, 1936-37, p. 6 
2Commonwealth Fund report, OPe oit •• p. 6' 
3 Ibid.,. p. 7 
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responsibility. EVentually, the set-up would oonsist of a 
Professor and Direotor of the Service, an Associate Professor, 
an Instruotor, and a Teaohing Fellow, as well as a Psyohiatrio -
Sooial Worker. 
The grant for the first three year period amounted to 
.31,630. Beginning on July 1, 1937, the University was to 
reoeive $7,210 and for eaoh of the ensUing two years they 
were to reoeive $12,210 and thereaftereaoh year a smaller 
amount, to enable them to take over the entire responsibility 
by the seventh year. 
Dr. Kent believed that with the help of these funds the 
Sohool of Medioine and its Department of Psyohiatr,y would in 
time beoome one of the outstanding oenters of training in 
Amerioa. l It was felt that the interest whioh Dr. Aokerly and 
Dr. Gardner2 had helped to stimulate in their work was a large 
faotor in bringing about this latest affiliation. 3 Both the 
National Committee and the Psyohiatrio DiVision of the 
Commonwealth Fund had long been interested in the looal Mental 
Hygiene Clinic, as has been pOinted out. But without the 
suooessful merger of 1931 and its-subsequent demonstration of 
what oould be done in suoh a oombination set-up, it is not 
likely that this aid would have been forthooming. Function-
ing alone, the Chest olinio as an agenoy would not have had 
lLoUisville Courier-Journal, August 6, 1937. 
2As Clinical Professor of Psyohiatry 
3Annual Report, submitted by Dean of Sohool of 
Medioine, 1936-37, OPe oit., p. 7 
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the advantages of a medioal oenter. Likewise a department of 
psyohiatry without a well established mental hygiene olinio 
for ohildren and adults would not have warranted the invest-· 
mente But the oombination apparently did. 
1 Nineteen-thirty-seven brought several other developments. 
An Oooupational Therapy department was opened under the 
sponsorship .ot the Junior League2 with a trained oooupational 
3 therapist in oharge. She oonduoted a oourse of training for 
Junior League members who thin oarried oooupational work to 
patients on the medioal and pediatrio wards. Patients on the 
psyohiatrio wards used the O. T. shops in the morning and 
ambulatory patients from other hospital wards and the out-
patient department were there afternoons. Reoreational 
Therapy was established next, the patients from the psyohiat-
rio wards being brought to the Open Air Treatment Pavilion, 
recently opened on the roof, for exeroise and games. More 
adequate olinioal faoilitlies were provided by the opening of 
a new olinio building at City Hospital, shortly after the 
flood. 4 
The Ohio River Flood of 1937 brought in its wake a new 
lAnnual Report, submitted by Dean of Sohool of 
Medioine, 1938-39, p. 7 
2They gave the sum of $5,000 to establish and main-
tain the Oooupational Therapy Department for a period of two 
years. 
3Miss Mary E. Lawton 
4By matohing Public Works Administration funds. 
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ailment, known to the Clinio as "flood neurosis". Due to 
the strain ,of living oonditions during and just following the 
flood period, people were emotionally over-stimulated. The 
separation of families, the oity-wide darkness, laok of regu-
lar work, the flood broadoasts oontinually heard over the 
radio, homes destroyed and all possessions lost--in short, 
everything whioh anohored Louisville oitizens to safe, 
routine, normal lives, was suddenly swept away. Some aoute 
oases of "flood neurosis" were treated at the Clinio and in 
refuge oenters. The ps.yohopathiO wards at the hospital oared 
for three times the normal number of mental oases :during this 
emergenoy period. l 
Under the terms of the Commonwealth Fund agreement a 
second full-time psychiatrist was taken on in ootober, 1937,2 
and for the first time a sooial worker was added to the 
Department of psyohiatry.3 Heretofore one sooial worker had 
been assigned to oover the psyohopathio wards who was a mem-
ber of the hospital sooial serVioe department. 4 The seoond 
position was oreated to provide supervision of the work of 
the medioal students as well as the out-patient olinio whioh 
was then being organized on a broader soale. 
As early as 1934 Dr. Aokerly had begun to agitate for 
lLouiaville Times, April 17, 1937. 
2Dr• Jaokson Thomas of Harvard beoame the Assooiate 
Professor. 
3Miss Beatrioe Gosling. 
4M1ss Dorothea Dolan. 
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reforms in legislation pertaining to mental cases. Patients 
from the City Hospital were being admitted to state hospitals 
and he felt an obligation to see that those patients received 
better care. Through the efforts of the Board of Directors 
of the Mental F~giene Clinic a newspaper campaign was put on 
ls. te in 1934. Increased hospital facilities for both city 
1 and state were advooated with better trained personnel. 
In 1937 Mr. Barry Bingham, President of the Board of 
Directors of the Mental Hygiene Clinic and owner of the 
Courier-~ournal and Louisville Times, personally supervised 
the collection of a series of interviews with leading Amerioan 
psychiatrists. The purpose was to obtain their views in re-
gard to the establishment of a state Psychiatric Hospital 
(adjacent to the Louisville City Hospital) for the oare of 
state patients, and more particularly for the training of 
psychiatric personnel for state institutions. The Governor 
approved the plan and options on the land were obtained. 
However political attitudes toward Louisville interfered 
with the execution of the plan. 
This proved a fortunate thing beoause it is doubtful 
whether the State would ha. ve supported it ade,qua tely. 2 But 
more important still was the change of psychiatric thinking 
that was slowly creeping over the enti~e country about that 
time, to the effeot that psyohiatric services should be under 
lLouisville Times, october 30, 1934 
2personal interview with Dr. Spafford Ackerly, 
May, 1944 
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one roof with the general hosPitals. l 
In his 1924 study Dr. Haven Emerson had pointed out the 
need for a voluntary commitment law which would permit more 
private procedure than was then Possible. 2 Provision for 
the appointment or selection of trained and experienced psy-
chiatrists for the commitment of mental cases, and authority 
which would make possible ten, thirty, and sixty d~ observa-
tion periods without court appearance of the patient and on 
the statement of a competent physician, were points also 
emphaSized.~ 
Ten years later Dr. Ackerly again urged the same measures. 
statutes to make possible such observation periods were still 
lacking. Primary concern was not with the frank insanities 
which were more readily recognized but rather with the large 
group of individuals at cross-purposes with society. Kentucky 
bad no observation law so a patient could only be held legally 
if on a lunacy warrant and adJudged insane ai'ter an insanity 
trial. Since the court met only every two weeks a patient 
could not be detained at the City Hospital or State Hospital 
(unless on an arrest warrant for a orime) and a relative 
could sign the release against the doctor's opinion and ad-
vice. A thirty day observation law would permit time to make 
a d1agnosis, thereby protecting the community at large as well 
ISpafford Ackerly, M. D., "Trends in Psychiatric 
Teaching and Practice", Southern Medical Journal, Februar,y, 
1941, p. 207 
2Emerson & Phillips, OPe cit., p. 62 
IIbid., p. 62 
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1 as the indi vidual patient. 
Governor A. B. Chandler at Kentuoky appointed Dr. Aokerly 
as ,Chief ConsuJ.tant for state Ros~itals and he was granted 
permission thereby to go to all the state hee pitals in 
2 Kentuoky, as well as the Institute for Feebleminded at 
Frank~o~~,to take movies of the distressing conditions. A 
thirty-five day ob,servation commitment bill was passed in 
Frankfort largely through the effor~s of W~yor Neville Miller 
of Louisville. 'It meant that patients ooula now be observed 
and studied before be~.ng oommitted as "lunatios" and not the 
other way around as had been true. 
As' the Ou.tgrowth of all these efforts, sweeping reforms 
were drawn up in the Chandler-Wallis Aot,3 whioh ~s passed 
by a Speoial Session of the Kentuoky Legislature on May 28, 
1938.~ The Aot provided for oreation of a Division of 
Hospitals and Mental Hygiene at Frankfort under the Welfare 
Department, to be headed up by a Direct~ of HosPitals. 5 
His qualifioations inoluded being a graduate physioian of 
good standing, charaoter, and reputation, with at least five 
lLouisville Times, Ootob~r 30, 1934 
2Eastern state Hospital at Lexington, Central State 




3Also known as House Bill #B-l 
4Kentuo~ Department of Welfare Bulletin, published 
DepartmeD: of Welfare, Frankfort, Kentucky, Maroh and 
1943, Volume 4, No.6, p. 11 
5The present Direotor (1943) is Dr. A. M. Lyon 
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years experience in institutional care and treatment of the 
insane or feeble-minded. The Act also sought to insure tenure 
of office for the right man. His appointment was made by the 
Commissiouer of Welf~re with the approval of the Governor. 1 
Removal of office could be brought about only by written 
charges preferred by the Commissioner of Welfare and reviewed 
by the Governor, the Attorney General and a persQn appointed 
by the Council of the state Medical Association. 
The Act covered "medical and psychiatric care of t~ 
feeble-minded, insane, epileptiC, pauper idiots, drug addicts, 
criminal insane, psychopathic personalities, and chronic 
inebriates", as well as dependent children in those institu-
tions maintained in whole or in part by the state. 2 In 
addition to the Director it provided tor an Assistant 
Director and Superintendents of the state institutions. 
Qualifications for doctors, nurses, and social workers 
were established. For the first time a staff of consultants 
was created for each of the state hospitals. Other worth-
while changes under the Act included: inspection of insti-
tutions at least four times a year by the Director and 
Assist~t Director; provision for voluntary admission as well 
1m ca.se of a vacancy the apPointmen t was made from 
a. list of three persons possessing necessary qualifications 
and submitted by the Council of Kentucky state Medical Associa-
tion. If none of these names was acceptable a second list of 
three names was presented from which one had to be chosen. 
2House Bill IB-l, p. 1-2 
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as admission on a ten day emergency commitment issued on a 
health offioer's requisitionl ; psychiatric examination of 
persons twice previously oonvioted of a felony or indicted by 
the Grand Jury as habitual criminals; "discharge" from hospi-
tals for the insane, thus abandoning the tradition that pa-
tients must be humiliated by appearing before a Jury for 
restoration of oitizenship. 
The Division of Mental HYgiene, in co-operation with the 
state Department of Health, was responsible for development of 
a state-wide mental hygiene program looking toward prevention 
of mental disease and the post-institutional care of persons 
released from state or private mental institutions. 
While these legislative ohanges were taking place in 1938 
with their far-reaching results, the Department of Psychiatry 
at the University of Louisville oontinued to expand. In July 
2 the F~drotherapy Department was finally opened with major 
emphasis on the treatment of psyohiatrio patients, although 
other hospital services benefitted by its use. Dr. William K. 
3 
Keller was made Assistant Professor to Dr. Aokerly and the 
lIt enabled aoutley ill mental patients to be taken 
immediately to a hospital thus avoiding the oustomary pro·-
oedure of jailing them until 'suoh time as the Jury met. 
2M1ss Anne Cox was appointed hydrotherapist and paid 
by the oity. 
3To suooeed Dr. Thomas who left in August, 1938. 
Dr. Keller had completed training at Johns Hopkins, New York 
Hospital, and had been a Rookefeller Foundation Fellow at 






third full-time position in the department was established 
1 that year and filled by Dr. Edward E. Landis as Instlll1otDr,. 
2 The experience of the Commonwealth Fund Fellow was enriched 
by working three half-mornings a week in the pediatrics out-
patient department. 
It would be too much to expeot that this kind of growth 
went on continuously. As may be reoalled, under the tems 
of the articles of agreement drawn up in 1931,3 the Community 
Chest was to be relieved gradually of the financial burden of 
the Mental Hygiene Clinio. But the Uni versity had not heen 
able to date to take over muoh of the Clinio budget. They 
found that the first year after the merger they oould oontri-
bute nothing to the clinic, and were only able to make up 
for a blanket out to the direotor's salary the second year. 
Comparatively little was given the third, fourth, and fifth 
years. By 1938 they had assumed approximately one-third of 
the direotor's salary. The Board of Directors of the Clinic 
and the Chest Committee met to discuss this inability of the 
University to give substantial help to the Clinio thus reliev-, 
4 ing the Chest. 
year. 
The University pOinted to the gro.th of the Medioal 
IRe had been the Commonwealth Fund Fellow the previous 
2Recipient in 1938 was Dr. William Boyd Curtis. 
3Refer to Chapter IV, p. 81 
4 ' Talk given before Board of Directors of Mental HYgiene 
Clinio, February 9, 1943, by Dr. Spafford Ackerly, OPe cit., 
p. 2-7 
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Sohool program an~ the rapid development of the psyohiatrio 
servioe' at City Ho'spital. The Chest pOinted to its oontri-
bution to the Clinio. It was inevitable that a day of reokon-
ing would arrive. Quite naturally the first rumors of dis-
oontent oame from the Chest group, during the w.1nter of 
1938-39. They feared that the direotor of the olinio had be-
oome more interested in the Medical Sohool teaohing program 
and the development of the Ps,yohiatrio Department than he was 
in the Mental HY~iene Clinio. Sinoe they were oarr,1ing the 
greatest part of the olinio bUdget they thought the Univeraity 
should make an adJustment in terms of the time devoted by the 
, 
direotor. The upshot of all this was -the deoision to have a 
sQrvey of the Clinio aotivities made by an outside organiza-
tion. 
In Maroh, 1939, Dr. George s. stevenson, Direotor of the 
Division on Community Clinios of the National Committee for 
Mental F~giene, came to Louisville and oonducted the surv~ 
~t the request of the Community Chest. It proved to be a 
worth-while enterprise and the findings oleared the atmos~ 
phere. 
Dr. stevenson felt that there was universal ~ppreoiation 
in the oommunity of the servioe rendered by the Mantal HYgiene 
Clinio. Critioisms were obtained with some degree of reluo-
tanoe and given for the most IBrt in a sinoere effort to help 
improve matters rather than as an expression of antagonism. l 
IGeorge s. Stevenson,1\[. l)., "Mental HYgiene", 
Louisville survey--summar~ Report, Community Chests and 
Counol1s, Ino., ~roh, 19 9--p. 87 
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Ten questions were used as a guide: 
(1) Is the community receiving service trom the clinic 
commensurate with the money provided by the Community Chest? 
(2~ A~e the educational servioes of the clinio return-
ing value to the community? 
(3) With what agenoies is the work of the Olinic most 
olosely ~elated? 
(4) What is the relation of the olinio to the hospital, 
its ohief sooial worker, and between the ~neral sooial 
servioe of the hospital and that of its out-patient lepartment? 
(5) What are the relationships of the olinio to publio 
agenoies and the needed developments within publio agenoiea? 
(6) Has the clinio worked out a polioy determining its 
soope and its provision of free or pay service? 
(7) Should the olinio look forward to publio finanoing? 
(8) Is the board funotioning as fully as would be 
desirable? 
{9} Along what lines should expansion take plaoe? 
flO} What new functions need to be oonsidered? 
It was pointed out that while the Clinio was the oentral 
point of interest from the Chest viewpoint, because of the 
tie-up with the psychiatrio program at City Hospital and the 
Medical Sohool as well as to the funotions of various agenoies, 
these interrelationships had to be oonsidered, too. 
'#hile no attempt was made to answer the questions in 
order, the survey resulted in several speoific reoommendations 
and oonclusions. For example, because of the greatly inoreased 
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obligations that had tallen upon public tunds since the time 
ot the merger, (1931), the prospects ot financing the Clinio 
on that basis were rather remote now. It seemed best to pro-
~eed therefore on the premise toot the Clinic would, ha. ve to 
depend upon private souroes for an indefinite period. 
In discussing the work of the board, Dr. stevenson noted 
many evidences of its interest and positive lead.ership in 
mental hygiene progress. He stressed its tunction and value 
in interpreting and relating the olinic to the community. 
The members met regularly and were kept informed of the tech-
nioal work ot the clinic through case presentations. 
The staff differed considerably from clinics in other 
cities. The spread of the director's responsibilities had 
reduced his time in the clinio to a bout fifty per cent. As 
a result it had been necessar.y to dele~te unusual powers and 
duties to the chief social worker. In keeping with her 
broader administrative role, she had been given the title of 
Executive Director. This arrangement had had its repercussions. 
For example, the public and agency personnel often requested 
to deal directly with the clinic psychiatrist and were not con-
tent to see anyone else. Dr. stevenson recommended that it 
shoUld be clarified further with agencies of the community 
that sU~h appointments were possible in special .instances. 
As a safeguard he thought the distinction regarding the 
Executive Director should be stated more clearly. Her activi-
ties were in an executive capacity rather than that of tech-
nical social worker. 
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The Clinic had one part-time and one full-time social 
1 worker, since the broadened function of the Executive Direc-
tor detracted from her time as a social worker. This meant 
a serious deficiency of social service, in view of ,the amount 
of psychiatric service in the clinic, that is, the equivalent 
of two ~ull-time ps,ychiatrists. The normal balance between 
doctors and social workers was one psychiatrist to two or 
three psychiatric social workers, which meant a lack of at 
least two social workers in the Louisville clinic. 
At the time of the survey the psychiatric servioe of 
the clinic was in the hands of five psychiatrists. The direc-
tor, Dr. Ackerly, devoted fifteen and a half hours a week to 
cases and about twenty-one hours in all at the clinic, ino1ud-
ing administrative activities. There were, in addition, three 
other psychiatrists2 who gave seven and a half, eight, and 
four hours a w:eek respeotively, taken out of their time at 
the University, as well as the Commonwealth Fund Fellow who 
devoted full time to children's work. The aggregate approxi-
mated the time of two full-time psychiatrists and in terms of 
salaries paid to these men this would mean apprOximately $7,000 
worth of psyohiatric time. Dr. stevenson concluded from his 
analysis that it was unquestionably true that the oommunity 
was receiving more than a full return on its expenditures for 
IMlss Ruth Mellor and Miss Marjorie Filkins. 




The olinio psyohologist was devoting full time there with 
the exception of four hours a week spent at the City Hospital. 
It was customary to spend some time in outside ac~tvities, 
Dr. Stevenson pointed out in this connection. 
In terms of size oompared to other oommunities and their 
servioes, the Louisville olinic was failing to meet certain 
oommunity needs. For servioe to children it was providing 
about half of what was needed in relation to pOPulation. l If . 
the clinic were devoted entirely to children's oases and 
carried no adults it· might come nearer a fair degree of pro-
vision. 
Lectures beiP8 given at the Law School, to Social Work 
students, for cottage mothers at Ormsby Village, and at the 
Kentuoky Children's Home. 2 to publio health nurses, student 
nurses, theologioal students and probation offioers, as well 
as a day a week given by Dr. Landis to the public sohool 
system,3 led Dr. Stevenson to believe that the educational 
activities of the olinio were undoubtedly returning benefits 
to the oommunity. 
lAS compared with Riohmond, Va., and using the ratio 
of one pswchiatrist to every 200,000 population. 
2Home for dependent children, under State Department 
of Welfare, Child Welfare Division. 
3This was done in an effort to help Dr. Landis learn 
sohool problems and to enable the schools to know olinio 
problems. 
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Turning to the hospital for brief conside:ation certain 
questions arose, although no attempt was made to go into the 
details of this service. In perspeotive it was pointed out 
that the wards, out-patient clinic service, and Mental Hygiene 
Clinic all benefitted m~tually by their relationship. Consul-
tation facilities for the latter were thus made available and 
a wider range of staff and teaohing faoilities for the Medioal 
School were provided. 
This seemed to be the .orux of the Chest discont ent. Dr. 
stevenson thought the oombina ti on of olinio and Medioal School 
mutually beneficial. The 1931 merger had made it possible to 
secure outside funds which contributed in turn to the community. 
In 1939 both parties were nunquestionablJ benefitting far b.-
yond what either would separatelyn. l 
Following the 1939 survey things seemed to settle down 
again and expansion continued. In September the Younger 
Women's Club donated funds2 toward a new projeot, a Nursery 
Sohool to be set up for the study of the pre-sohool problem 
child. 'The two-fold p~pose of the newest experiment was 
the guidance of children during their most formati ve year's 
and a demonstration to parents, dootors, student nurses, 
sooial workers, and the oommunity at large of the best methal s 
lStevenson, "Mental Hygiene", OPe cit., p. 90 
2$700.00 a year for three years. 
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of training young children. l The second floor of the 
Children's Free Hospital laundry building (adjacent to the 
Mental Hygiene Clinic building) was converted and equipped as 
a play-room. The sohool was to be open five days a week and 
any child was eligible. l~s. A. B. Sawyer, Jr. headed the 
staff of two trained teachers; members of the Younger Women's 
Club took turns one day a week as observer-teachers. The 
staff members were all under the careful surveillance of the 
clinic pSYChiatrists. 2 
The George Davis Elvin Foundation3 of Cleveland donated 
$900 to the Mental Hygiene Clinic for a series of lectures 
4 in child guidance to be given to community agencies. A 
glance at the following table of funds received in 1939 by 
the Department of Psychiatry and Mental Hygiene and the 
sources gives a picture of the wide-spread interest shown 
in the work. (See Table 3, p. 121) 
lLouisville Courier-Journal, September 10, 1939. 
2Annual Report, submitted by Dean of School of 
Medioine, 1938-39.0P oit. p. 8 
3A philanthropic society interested in furthering 
the stu~ of emotional behavior of children. 
4 Annual Report, 1938-39. OPe cit •• p. 8 
TABLE 3 
Table of Funds Reoeived by the Department of Psyohiatr,y 
and Mental HYgiene For the Year 1939 
SOURCE ~OWT 
Louisville Community Chest ••••••••••••••••• $l3,720.00 
Commonwealth Fund of New york •••••••••••••• 9,810.00 
Louisville City Hospital ••••••••••••••••••• 4,121.92 
Louisville Junior League ••••••••••••••••••• 2,500.00 
National Committee for Mental F~giene •••••• 2,400.00 
Central State Hospital (consultant)........ 600.00 
George Davis Bivin Foundation.............. 900.00 
Younger Women's Club of Louisville......... 700.00 
Total ••• $34,751.92 
The outstanding teaching innovation that year was the 
instruotion of senior medical students in the out-patient 
psychiatric clinic. 2 Each of the three full-time staff men 
took over two new students for intensive treatment work with 
patients every three weeks. At the end of that pariod the 
patients were turned over. to attending physicians for follow-
up treatment. The plan showed clearly the need for the stu-
dents to be better prepared in the preoeding years so that 
they might take full advantage of the later instruction. For 
the first time a course entitled "Introduction to Psychiatr,y" 
was given to the Freshman Class and a series of lectures in 
psychopathology was given to the sophomores. Gradual13 the 
rcunded out teaching program was .mergingas a unit covering 
1Table copied from Ibid. 
2Ibido, p. 9 
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all four years. A new pSlchiatric sooial workerl joined the 
teaching staff who was to be in charge of all the psychiatrio 
social work at the hospital (wards and clinic), with major 
emphasis on teaching in the out-patient clinio.2 Thia was 
the first instanoe, so far as can be ascertained, of a quali-
fied graduate psyohiatrio sooial worker devoting full time to 
an undergraduate psyohiatric teaohing program. 
For the next year or so the department seems to have main-
tained the status quo, with speoial attention being fooused on 
refinements of the teaohing program. There were some ohanges 
in regard to personnel. Psychiatrio servioe spread out fur-
ther into the community with the appointment in 1940 of 
Dr. Landis as Direotor of Psyohiatric Servioe at the Louisville 
and Jefferson County Children's Home,3 with provision for part-
time Medioal School teaching.4 His position on the faculty 
lMiss Regina L. Cohn suoceeded Miss Gosling in August, 
1939. She was a graduate of the New York School o£ Sooial 
Work, where she had been a Commonwealth Fund Fellow in Psyohi-
atric Social Work. She later took additional training, also 
on a fellowship, at the Pennsylvania sohool of Soclal Work 
and the Philadelphia Child Guidanoe Clinic. 
2Annual Report, submitted by Dean o£ School of 
MediCine, 1938-39, OPe cit., p. 7 
3Detention Home for dependent and delinquent children 
of Louisville and Jefferson County. 
4He had spent the previous year at the University of 
Pennsylvania on a Rockefeller Foundation Fellowship in 
Neurolo~. During that time his position as Instructor was 
filled b.Y Dr. Curtis. 
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was taken by Dr. Samuel Warsonl of Yale. 
The effects of World W~r II began to be felt soon after 
December, 1941. An accelerated program due to war conditions 
was initiated in the Medical School, with a new class enter-
ing and another graduating every nine months, with one month's 
vacation between school years. By the summer of 1942 the war 
had produoed ohanges in psychiatrio personnel. 2 About this 
time the Seleotive Service Headquarters approached the Clinw 
to clear all LA Registrants from the 19 Looal Boards ot 
Louisville and Jefferson County. This was an effort to rule 
out possi ble neuropsychiatrio cases coming up betore the 
Army Examination and Induction Boards. As many souroes as 
possible were cleared, inoluding the files of the Social 
Servioe Exohange, sooial agenoies, private sanitariums, 
Central State Hospital and General HosPital. 3 From May 
through Deoember (1942) nearly 12,000 names had been oleared 
4: 
in this way and material co-ordinated. 
IHiS wife, W~s. Frances Warson, became the third full-
time social worker at the Mental Hygiene Clinio in 1940. 
2Dr •• Keller entered Naval service and Miss Filkins 
joined the Amerioan Red Oross for overseas duty. 
3Name ohanged from City Hospital to General Hospital 
in Maroh, 1942, following merger of the City and County health 
departments. 
4: In February, 1944, Dr. Ackerly read a paper on the 
completed projeot before the American Orthopsychiatrio Associa-
tion, meeting in Chioago. At that time a total of 24,823 names 
had been oleared over a period of 19 months. 
)'-' 
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In June, 1943, the Commonwealth Fund grant was at an end 
and the University had absorbed the amount set aside each year 
to develop the Department of psychiatry.l The entire program 
_overing four years of psychiatric teaohing was now in full 
operation. The foundation laid in 1931-32 was carried out 
during the next deoade to a satisfying conclusion. Dean Moare 
had contributed toward the success of the experiment in four 
ways: (1) by inviting the Louisville Mental HYgiene Clinic, 
a Community Chest agency, to become affiliated with the 
Department of Psyohiatry of the Medical School; (2) by creat-
ing a teaohing staff of three full· ·time psychiatrists, follow-
ing the original Commonwealth FUnd grant; (3) by rotating all 
internes on Medioine through the Psychiatric department, and 
having each assistant resident on medicine spend six months 
as resident on psychiatry; and (4) by actively supporting the 
expanding program designed to keep uppermost in the student's 
mind the therapeutic and preventive attitudes. 2 
Attention focused on research in 1942-43, with special 
lIn their 1942 Annual Report the Commonwealth Fund 
wrote, "At the University of Louisville the cost of an expand-
ed and greatly strengthened department of psychiatry will be 
met henceforth by the University without aid from the Fund. 
Informal and original teaching methods charaoterize the work 
of this department, and graduates of the school now in prac-
tice give evidence that they are fully aware of the psycho-
neurotic problems of their patients and feel qualified to deal 
wi th them hopefully. " 
2spafford Ackerly, M. D., "The Teaching of Psychiatry 
to Undergraduate Medioal Students", Journal of the Association 
of American Medical Colleges, May, 1943, p. 167 
/ 
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1 studies being made. These inoluded olinioal researoh in 
2 eleotroenoephalography by Dr. Landis; group Rorschaoh 
3 Personality Diagnostic Tests on seleoted groups of registrants 
to determine its validity as a group test; investigation into 
the usefulness of data from private and public agenoies in 
regard to 24,000 LA registrants to the Army induotion board 
psyohiatrists. As an experiment for six months a team of 
psyohiatrist, sooial worker, and psyohologist volunteered 
4 one evening a week to Juvenile Court. 
r~~"'-
" In the twelve years sinoe Dr. Aokerly' s ooming to 
t Louisville, mental hygiene and psyohiatry have made great 
strides. All along the Mental F~giene Clinio had looked to 
the parent organizations suoh as the National Committee for 
Mental Hygiene and the Commonwealth Fund, who set up national 
standards for olinics, for help and guidanoe in measuring its 
own progress. Beoause of the absenoe of other psychiatric 
servioe the oomparison had to be with other outside 01inios. 5 
~Annual Report, submitted by Dean of Sohool of 
Medioine, 1942-43, p. 14 
2Not available for publioation as yet. 
3By Dr. Joseph E. Brewer, Clinio Psyohologist. 
4nue to pressure of other work program discontinued 
temporarily. 
°Refer to p~blication of National Committee for Mental 
Hygiene, "Synergist: Medium of Integration and Interohange, 
For Child Guidanoe Cli.nfl3s"; Vol. XVII, No.1, April, 1944 
(a statistical report gathered to show trends among olinios, 
inoluding Louisville). 
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The economic depression threatened to curtail all child 
guidance clinics and Louisville was no exception. The 
Community Chest needed help in finanoing the work. The 
Uni versi ty saw the need for enlarging its department of psy-
ohiatr.y and the merger in 1931 seemed the best answer for both 
parties, as the later survey proved. 
From the beginning Dr. Aokerly saw the Clinio as a well 
established oommunity service needing little interpretation. 
(The trend toward aooeptanoe of suoh clinios as a oommunity 
servioe was the mos.t striking development sinoe 1930, nation-
ally speaking.) The pattern of clinio structure and function 
had been well fo~ulated in the preceding deoade and only 
refinements and elaborations remained to be developed further. 
This faot left Dr. Aokerly relatively tree to oonoentrate 
on patients and on the psyohiatrio program at City Hospital 
and the teaohing of medical students. l Needs were Dt as tbsy 
arose and the physical set-up improved each year. Sources of 
referral of cases were more varied. 2 (See Table 4, p. 128) 
Standards for care and treatment rose markedly with improve-
ments in teohniques, equipment,· and personnel supervision. 
Emphasis was put on the "curative rr rather than "oustodial It 
lIt will be recalled that this pOint brought about 
Dr. stevenson's 1939 survey. His report showed that the 
Clinic had the servioes of the equivalent of two full-time 
psyohiatrists--and this in spite of the time devoted to the 
other areas. (see p. 117) 
2statistics for sources of referral of psychopathic 
ward oases not available. 
· '--'T" t,t fi, '4¥Wji 
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aspects wherever possible, which was also a reflection of 
na.tional trend. The teaching of psychiatry advanced rapidly. 
By 1937 the Commonwealth Fund reported 
Here (referring to the University of Louisville 
Medical School) the teaching of psychiatry is not only 
spread through three years of the undergraduate course, 
with a total time allotment considerably greater than 
that called for in the Class A-standards of th9 Division 
on Psychiatric Education of the National Committee for 1 
Mental F~giene, but is notablg competent and resourceful. 
The confidence placed in the department seems to have been 
borne out by the successful co~pletion of the teaching experi-
ment under the Fund's auspices. 
Following the last war, educational campaigns were put 
on to overcome public apathy, official inertia, and political 
control in regard to the care and treatment of the mentally 
ill. But it was many years before any change took place in 
Kentucky. The climax to Dr. Ackerly's ini.tial campaign along 
this line resulted in passage of the Chandler-Wallis Act. 
With all this emphasis involving time and effort in the 
department of psychiatry, the Mantal F~giene Clinic neverthe-
less cont inued to expand. (See Table 5, p. 129) Increasing 
treatment loads each year and especially referrals from pri-
vate physicians were indications of the growing recognition 
of the clinio by the medical profession. The Nursery School 
was established, offering an opportunity for further study 
in education and social development. The Commonwealth Fund 
lN1neteenth Annual Report of the Commonwealth FUnd, 
New York, 1937, OPe cit., p. 6-7 
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chose the Olinio as one of their five ~ost-graduate centers 
for additional study in child guidanoe. Following the 1939 
survey another psychiatric social worker was added to the 
staff. 
TABLE 4 
Sources of Referral According to·New Accepted 
Oases Carried by the Ps,ychiatrio out-Patient 
Olinio of the Louisville G-eneral. Hospi tal 
During the Year 19431 
Souroes of Referral. New Aooepted Cases 
Total 
Board of ~ucation ••••••••••••••• 
Draft Board •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Interested Individuals ••••••••••• 
Juvenile Oourt ••••••••••••••••••• 
L'v. Gen. Hosp. Psycho-
pathic Wards •••••••••••••••• 
L'v. Gen. Hosp. other 
Wards ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
L·'T., Gen •. Hosp. Olinics •••••••••• 
Mental Hygiene Clinio •••••••••••• 
Private Physicians ••••••••••••••• 
Relatives •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Self ••.•.• !It ••• ~ •. - •••••••••••••••• 














lOompiled from data in Psyohiatric out-Patient Olinio 
Monthly Reports, January, 1943-December, 1943 incl. 
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TABlE :5 
Sources of Referral According to New Accepted Cases Carried, 1 
by the Louisville Mental EYgiene Clinic During the Year 1943 
















universi y of Louisville 
6ther: 
Children's Free Hosp. 
Dept. of Psychiatry 
Pediatric Service, L'v.Gen.Hosp. 
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Sel. Serve Hdqts. Staff 
Navy Cadets 
Junior Medical Students 
Employers, state AgenCies, 
'. ~. Crippled Children's Comm. 
Federal Court, Attorneys, 
Insurance Companies, etc. 

























1 Source of data was Annual Service Report Louisville 
Mental gygiene Clinic Year 1943 
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Following the national pattern the first deoade of the 
Clinio's existenoe marked the growing awareness on the part 
of eduoational institutions, sooial agenoies and other pro-
fessional groups of the value, in dealing with diffioult 
individuals, of teehniques for evaluating their native equip-
ment aIld· their environment. The seoond deoade was conoerned 
with oultivating in the publio sufficient interest and faith 
to support such clinics financially while giving them leeway 
to experiment with methods of treatment. The last deoade 
has been devoted more intensively to putting this research 
int 0 practice. Anoth.er decade will be needed to judge the 
validity of the results. 
That the Clinio has survived threats suoh as an economio 
depression, curtailed staff, and the exigenoies of a world 
war would seem to indioate that it was basioally sound from 
the beginning. If so its servioes, unduplioated as they are 
by other agencies, are vital to the community and it is of 
oivio as well as humanitarian importanoe that it continue 
to grow and expand. 

Looking back to 1911, serious problems confronted the 
community. The first step in meeting the needs of children 
who presented special difficulties of adaptation was taken 
by leaders in the school system. Aside from the waste in 
money, time,and effort from a community stand-point, there 
was the injury to the children themselves. Delinquents, 
retarded and gifted children all presented serious problems. 
This was not a hew situation. It remained for the educators 
to realize the relationship between delinquency, dependency. 
and general inefficiency among children. (as early manifes-
tations of serious behavior problems) and the later psychotic 
and neurotic group of adults. By organizing their foroes 
and attempting to classify these children the sohool authori-
ties made the first contribution. 
From a "Speoial Sohool" for delinquent boys established 
under the public sohool system in 1911. the work gradually 
, 
branched out. first into a psychological laboratory interest-
ed in the retarded ohild and later in the gifted ohild. But 
this was meeting the need in only one area. The oorrelation 
between early symptoms and la ter social maladjustment oould 
also be seen readily by the social agenoies. From the begin-
ning mental hygiene in Louisville has seemed indispensable if 
corrective and preventive work was to be done by the publio 
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and private sooial organizations. Mental faotors in the 
problems of the individual and of sooiety reoeived growing 
attention. By 1919 these faotors were -oonsidered as of para-
mount importance in the study of sooial problems. ,As a re-
sult the combined agencies in the city took steps to seoure 
help with their olients by approaching the school psycholo-
gists who were already long since demonstrating the value of 
their studies with children. In 1919 the Psyohological 
Laboratory was en~arged to include the cliants of social 
agencies. When the division between school interests and 
community demands led to the establishment ~f a separate 
community agency, the Psycholojical Clinio began its work 
under the Welfare League of Louisville. How the work devel-
oped and from time to time the philosophy changed, under a 
suooession of direotors, oomprised the next phase. 
The new clinic needed the co-operating agencies no less 
than they needed it. Sometimes the clinio took the initial 
responsibility in a case and other times was assistant to 
another agency. But from thB beginning it proved to be a 
joint enterprise. The laborator.1 psyohology had put prime 
emphasis on olassification and diagnosis. It remained for 
, the olinio to develop a more oomprehensive pioture of the 
individual as a whole, in terms of planning treatment. In 
this undertaking the other oommunity agenoies proved invaluable. 
It was one thing for the professional groups in Louisville 
to reoognize the value of mental hygiene and another for the 
oommunity to acoept this point of view. Having a good Board 
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of Direotors helped to aocomplish the latter, since they were 
from the start representative of oommunity interests at large. 
They came to know the work of the olinic as they did the oom-
munity and were a liaison agent between the two. After the 
Society for Mental Hygiene was inoorporated the situation in 
Louisville was oomparable to that existing in many other 
states. Eduoational and oommunity aspeots of the work reoeiv-
ed a oonsiderable spurt. The cultivation of ~ublio opinion 
in support of the servioe was accomplished by leoture oourses, 
radio talks, distribution of literature, newspaper publioity, 
and oonferenoes. Gradual infiltration of the "menta.l hygiene 
point-of-view" also came about through looal health, educa-
tional and sooial agenoies who dealt with the problems in 
whioh mantal faotors played an important part. 
Plans for affiliation with the University of Louisville 
Medical Sohool oulminated in 1931 with the present teaohing 
arrangement in the Department of Psyohia try and Men tal 
F~giene. Improvements in teohniques of treatment and legiS-
lation ohanges followed during this stage of development. 
Credit is due Louisville for supporting the olinio in 
its work while it struggled alone without the aid of the 
national grou.ps. It was not one of the "demonstration" 
olinics so-oalled, yet it remained to demonstrate itself to 
the satisfaotion of the national leaders, who sponsored early 
olinics, as an outstanding olinic in the field. 
From time to time surveys were oonduoted as a measuring 
rod for the olinio to see where -tt stood as well as to outline 
r ,~., •. , .. ,. 
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plans for furtl1er progress. The clinic was never statio in 
its approaoh; it ohanged its foous and emphasis many times 
in the oourse of the years, so it could keep up with the trend. 
It was several years before some of these survey recommenda-
tions could be carried out. But the ultimate outcome in some 
instances led to encouraging changes in legislation. What 
was true throughout the cOWltry was also true here. 
In efforts to reach further back into the child's early 
histor,y in an attempt to prevent mental breakdown, the nursery 
school was also used by mental hygienists. Since psychia tric 
clinios were based on the faot that serious behavior problems 
existing in childhood often led to psychotio and neurotic 
adults, the nursery sohool aimed at offering the rudiments of 
education for "social development" to ohildren as young as 
two years. It was an opportunity to study the genesis of many 
personality characteristics. It developed a working body of 
knowledge regarding the importance of symptom manifestations. 
In other words, the nursery sohool got at the roots of the 
ohild's difficulties, if any, while he was still most capable 
of modifying his behavior. Since 1939 the nursery school 
here has been sponsored by the Mental HYgiene Clinic group. 
Psychiatry is conoerned primarily with the treatmeht of 
serious deviations of human behavior. This includes the 
chronic oases dealt with through oustodial care as well as 
those that are amenable to intensive treatment.\ Medical 
schools for years were graduating students with practically 
no knowledge of and no interest in the field of psychiatry. 
t 9, ' .• ,IAC. 
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Society had.long recognized that one group of anti-social 
individuals--the "insane"--fell within the province of medi-
cine. But there was also a discouraging lack of public 
interest in even humanitarian care of the nervously and 
emotionally ill. Today that has changed. Medical students 
are now getting more and more psychiatric instruction, the 
schools being motivated to a considerable degree by the needs 
of the physician not specializing in psychiatry. Hand in 
hand with modern psychiatry went efforts toward preservation 
of mental heal th as one of the c hie! concerns of the general 
practitioner. Recognition of the Louisville medical school 
by national and local groups helped it in making great 
strides in the community and in turn carrying out research 
in undergraduate psychiat'ric teaching methods. 
World War II came as a challenge to the mental hygiene, 
and psychiatric facilities in this city as it did everywhere. 
Renewed interest in the field was one outgrowth of the latest 
Clemands brought about by the tensions of the w.ar situation. 
The problem is bigger and more complex than that faced during 
and following World War I. Far more servicemen are breaking 
down than the United states armed forces expected. Now. 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX A 
ARTICLES OF me ORPORATION 
of the 
LOUISVILLE SOCIETY FOR MEN!AL HYGIE1TE (Inc.) 
KNOW ALL lC.B':N BY THESE PRESENT S, that the und er-
signed persons, all of Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky 
do hereby associate for themselves and their successors to 
establish the following corporation under the laws of the 
Commonwe~lth of Kentucky under the following 
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 
1. The name of the corporation shall be the 
Louisville Society for Mental F~giene; 
2. Its principal office and place of business 
to be located in the City of Louisville, state of Kentucky; 
3. This corporation is not conducted for the 
purpose of pecuniary gain or profit, but to work for the 
conservation of mental health; to help prevent nervous and 
mental disorders and mental defects; to secure and disseminate 
reliable information on these subjects, and also on mental 
fa.iors involved in the problems related to industry, educa-
tion, crime, prostitution, depenQ.ency, and the like; to aid 




oooperate with federal, state ,and looal agencies or offioials 
and with publio and private agenoies whose work is in any 
way related to that of this oorporation. 
4. The oorporation has no oapital stook. 
5. It shall begin business November 15, 1921, 
and shall oontinue for a period of fifty (50) years. 
6. The affairs of the oorporation shall be 
administered by a Board of Direotors of not less than ten (10) 
or more than fifteen (15) members; 'who ,shall be eleoted 
annually by the members of the oorporation at a time and 
plaoe to be fixed by the By-laws. 
7.· The highest amount of indebtedness or liability 
whioh the oorporation at any time may inour shall be Five 
Thousand Dollars (*5,000.00). 
8. The private property of the inoorporators, 
their assooiates or suooessor shall not be subjeot to the 
payment of the oorporation debts. 
w. E. Gardner, M. D. 
Grover Sales, 
H. B. Soott, M. D. 
Philip F. Barbour, M. D. 














RESEARCH IN FIELDS OTHER THAN TEACHING 
Three years of insulin shook therapy (64 patients) 
To be summarized this spring. (Dr. Aokerly &: Staff) 
Follow-up stUdies on frontal lobe defeot oases. 
(Dr~ Aokerly) 
Psyohosomatio inter~relationships--studied further 
through hypnoti 0 suggestion. (Dr. Keller) 
Rypnosis and distraotibility studies through hypnosis 
on organio brain oases suoh as paresis (Dr. Keller). 
Further studies in routine bromide determinations to 
oheok our results with those of Dr. Ebaugh, Colorado 
Psyohopathic Hospital (Dr. Keller and Dr. Trawiok). 
Teohnique in the Induotion of HYpo-Glyoemio Shook in 
the Treatment of Sohizophrenia,--Instruotions to Staff. 
Case report on Unusual Reaotions in Insulin Shook 
Therapy. (Drs. Keller and Trawiok) . 
Review of Sohizophrenio Shook Treatment for 1938 
(Dr. Trawiok). ' 
Preliminary report to Kentuoky Seotion of Amerioan 
College of Physioians on Insulin Shook Therapy. 
(Dr. Aokerly) 
Studies in the Hemo-dynamios of Patients reoeiving 
Insulin Shook Therapy. (Dra. Moore and Kinsman) 
(New International Clinios, Vol. #4, Series 48, 1938) 
Follow-up on 200 shook therapy oases under way. 
Eleotroenoephalograph: 
Ca) Better oonolusions in oonvulsive disorders, 
(b) Correlation of temporal lobe syndrome with 
eleotrographio evidenoe in the brain wave. 
(0) The effeot of eleotrioal aotivity in the 
brain upon somatio aotivity and functional 
mental organization 
Development of psychiatric oonsultation teohniques for 
sooial workers. 
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